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Abstract

Mechanism design studies optimization problems taking into accounts of the selfish

agents. Network externality is the effect a consumer receives from other consumers

of the same good. This effect can be negative or positive. We first consider sev-

eral mechanism design problems under the network externality assumption. The

externality model used in this dissertation is more general than the widely used car-

dinality based model. In particular the network we consider in this dissertation is a

graph, which is not necessarily complete. Our goal is to design truthful mechanisms

to maximize the seller’s revenue. Our main results under the network externality

utility model are several optimal or near optimal mechanisms for digital goods auc-

tions. To do so we invent several novel approximation schemes as well as applying

results from the approximation algorithm literature. In particular when the agents

exhibit negative network externality, we first model the problem as a two staged

pricing game. We then show that the pricing game is an exact potential game which

always admits a pure Nash Equilibrium. We then study the best and worst Nash

Equilibrium in this game in terms of the revenue. We show two positive results. For

the best Nash Equilibrium we show a 2-approximation to the maximum revenue on

bipartite graphs. For the worst Nash Equilibrium we use the notion of a δ-relaxed

equilibrium. In the sense that the prices for the same type of agents are within δ

factor of each other. We accompany our positive results with matching hardness

results. On the other hand, when the agents exhibit positive network externality, we
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take the Myersonian approach. We first give a complete characterization for all the

truthful mechanisms. Using this characterization we present a truthful mechanism

which achieves the optimal expected revenue among all the truthful mechanisms

when the prior distributions of the agents are independent and regular. We also show

near optimal mechanisms when the prior distributions are possibly correlated.

Prior-free auctions can approximate meaningful benchmarks for non-identical

bidders only when sufficient qualitative information about the bidder asymmetry is

publicly known. We consider digital goods auctions where there is a total ordering

of the bidders that is known to the seller, where earlier bidders are in some sense

thought to have higher valuations. We define an appropriate revenue benchmark: the

maximum revenue that can be obtained from a bid vector using prices that are non-

increasing in the bidder ordering and bounded above by the second-highest bid. This

monotone-price benchmark is always as large as the well-known fixed-price bench-

mark, so designing prior-free auctions with good approximation guarantees is only

harder. By design, an auction that approximates the monotone-price benchmark

satisfies a very strong guarantee: it is, in particular, simultaneously near-optimal for

essentially every Bayesian environment in which bidders’ valuation distributions have

nonincreasing monopoly prices, or in which the distribution of each bidder stochas-

tically dominates that of the next. Even when there is no distribution over bidders’

valuations, such an auction still provides a quantifiable input-by-input performance

guarantee. We design a simple Op1q-competitive prior-free auction for digital goods

with ordered bidders.
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1

Introduction

Network externality refers to the shift in surplus that a consumer receives from a good

when the number of consumer buying the same good changes. The development of

telephone service is a good example of this phenomenon. The value a consumer

receives from a telephone network is proportional to the total number of users in

the network. The telephone system in the U.S. was a monopoly based on Bell’s

1876 patents over the basic technology. The monthly fees charged by the telephone

companies rose steadily in the 1880s, nearly doubling over a four year period as more

and more consumers subscribed to the telephone network (Cabral et al. (1999)).

Many studies in the Economics literature model the value of a consumer influenced

by the network externality as a function of the total number of consumers (Shapiro

and Varian (2013)).

The rise of the internet and social networks over the past decades has brought

great interests and challenges for analyzing the behavior of selfish agents in the

online social networks. Many companies attempt to achieve desirable outcomes by

manipulating the network externality effect. For example, after a consumer purchase

a product on Amazon she has the option to share the information about the purchase
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with her contacts on facebook. The traditional cardinality based externality model

used in the literature is not applicable when the network effects the agents produce

and receive are asymmetric. In our example, the consumer can only influence her

contacts in the social network. On the other hand, the cardinality based model does

not take into account of the underlying social network.

Mechanism design studies optimization problems under the consideration that the

players have private information and that they are selfish. In the past ten years there

have been many fruitful results in the intersection of microeconomics with computer

science, aided by the internet based business models such as display ads run by search

engines, and online auctions of Ebay. The computer science community proposed

to use the tools originally developed to solve algorithmic problems on problems in

the economics literature. This brought to light new insights in theory and had great

impact on the internet industries.

In this dissertation, we first study several mechanism design problems under the

assumption that the consumers’ valuations are influenced by network externality.

We assume that there is a underlying social network. An agent in the network may

only produce and receive network effects to and from her neighbours. In other words

the agents are asymmetric.

Sometimes the mechanism designer has access to empirical data about the private

information of the consumers. This is called the Bayesian setting. The problem in

Chapter 3 is in this setting. However the empirical information may not always

be available, and in some cases it is impossible to obtain. Under these conditions

we employ prior free mechanisms with good performances. A near optimal prior

free mechanism is presented in Chapter 4. This mechanism is different from the

mechanism of (Goldberg et al. (2001)) which assumes that the agents are identical.

Therefore a uniform price is set for all the agents in (Goldberg et al. (2001)). Our

auction allow the agents to be non-identical and set different prices for different
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agents.

1.1 Backgrounds

1.1.1 Network Externalities

In the economics literature, a network externality (also called the network effect) is

the effect that one user of a good receives from the other people using the same good.

Economics usually model the scale of the externality as a function of the number of

users using the good (Shapiro and Varian (2013)). There are two kinds of network

externalities. As we have seen in the telephone network example, the value each

consumer has for the network grows as the size of the community using the network

increases. This is called the positive network externalities. On the other hand, the

network externality can also be negative. In the sense that the more people own a

product, the less valuable the product becomes.

The economic theory of the network effect was formalized by Michael L. Katz,

Carl Shapiro, Joseph Farrell and Garth Saloner, see a review by (Blind (2004)). The

economics investigated the origins and extend of the network externalities. They also

studied the equilibrium characteristics under the network externality assumption.

1.1.2 Mechanism Design and Auctions

A mechanism is a game played between strategic agents and the designer of the

mechanism. A mechanism takes as input the private information reported by strate-

gic agents. The private information is only available to each agent but unknown

to other agents and the designer. The agents’ private information are often called

types. Based on the reported types, a mechanism has to make a decision regarding

the outcome of the game. We will often speak of an auction. An auction is a specific

form of a mechanism. In an auction, the agents are called bidders or buyers, and the

mechanism designer is called the auctioneer or the seller. The types of the bidders is
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often their valuations of the items being auctioned, and the outcome of the game is

an allocation scheme of the goods and the prices the items are sold. In other words,

an auction is a mapping from the reported types to an outcome. The auctioneer

fixes this function before the buyers reveal their types. The goal of the auctioneer

is to reach certain desirable outcomes. There are two predominant objectives. One

is to maximize the Social Welfare, which is the sum of the value derived by all the

players (including the auctioneer). The other objective is to maximize the revenue

received by the auctioneer.

A mechanism is called incentive compatible if the agents can not increase their

utilities by mis-reporting their types. By the direct revelation principle (Dasgupta

et al. (1979)), considering incentive compatible mechanisms is without loss of gener-

ality. For this solution concept, the two seminal results are the Vickrey-Clark-Groves

(VCG) mechanism (Vickrey (1961); Clarke (1971); Groves (1973)), a general proce-

dure maximizing the social welfare, and Myersons auction that maximizes the sellers

expected revenue (Myerson (1981)).

(Myerson, 1981) gives a characterization of all the incentive compatible mecha-

nisms for single-parameter buyers (meaning the type of the an agent can be described

by a single parameter). The characterization states that the allocation rule in any

incentive compatible mechanism has to be monotone in the sense that the allocation

must be non-decreasing when an agent increases her report. In the meantime the

payment can be written as a function of the allocation. Using this characterization,

(Myerson, 1981) develops the revenue optimal auction by defining and maximizing

the virtual welfare. Our results in Chapter 3 can be viewed as extending the My-

erson auction to the settings where the agents are influenced by positive network

externalities.
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1.1.3 Prior Free Auctions

Suppose you own a set of goods and want to make money by selling them. What

is the best way to do it? This question is non-trivial even in digital goods auctions,

where the seller has an unlimited supply of a single good (like mp3s), and there

are n bidders, each of whom wants only one good and has a private valuation (i.e.,

maximum willingness-to-pay) for it.

The question becomes easy if the seller has a prior product distribution on bidders’

valuations. Since supply is unlimited and valuations are independent, the seller can

optimize for each bidder separately. For a bidder i with valuation distribution Fi, the

expected revenue is maximized by posting a monopoly price — a “take-it-or-leave-it”

offer at a price in argmaxprp ¨ p1´ Fippqqs. This is the Bayesian setting, where the

bidders’ values are assumed to be drawn from known distributions.

What if good prior information is expensive or impossible to acquire? What if

a single auction is to be re-used several times, in settings with different or not-yet-

known bidder valuations? Are there prior-free auctions that admit more robust,

“worst-case” revenue guarantees? This is the topic of Chapter 4.

1.2 Problem Formulations and Results

1.2.1 Allocation with Negative Network Externalities

In Chapter 2, we consider pricing and allocations over a social network, when buy-

ers derive utility from being unique in their purchase. Such negative externalities

arise in several consumer goods where buyers derive value from “showing off” the

product to friends lacking it. Consider the following example. For many years, the

DVD publication industry has utilized the so called ”double-dipping” policy, a term

for releasing multiple versions of the same movie on discs. A quick search for the

movie “The Matrix” shows besides the original, there are “The Matrix Revisited”,
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“The Matrix: Platinum Limited Edition Collector’s Set”, and “The Ultimate Matrix

Collection”. It is often the case that these editions have the same core content (in

this case, the movie), while they differ in the some “unique” different material that

is packed with the disc, for instance, sound tracks of the music, toy character of the

figures in the movie, etc. And it is often the case that the price discrepancy be-

tween these versions outweighs the “real value” or intrinsic value the extra material

provides. An incentive is that “..the extra 20 or 30 bucks . . . is discreet enough to

display without geek alarms flashing and whirling anytime I have friends and/or new

people over”. The same marketing policy exists in many other different industries,

book publishing, expensive electronic gadgets to name a few.

The model for negative externalities we study is simple: The buyers are unit-

demand and connected by a social network that we model as a graph; the edges in

the graph represent friendships. There are two types of items, each with unlimited

supply - a “cheap” item and an “expensive” item. Each user has an intrinsic value

for each type of item; however, buyers of the expensive item also derive additional

extrinsic utility from friends who only possess the cheaper item. We assume the edges

in the graph are weighted, so that the extrinsic utility is the sum of the weights of

edges leading to friends possessing the cheaper item. The price for the cheap item

can never be more than the intrinsic value for the good since otherwise no agent will

ever buy it. Therefore all the agents will buy at least one copy of the item since they

receive non-negative utility by buying the cheap item.

The cheap items and the expensive items are in unlimited supply. The buyers

are unit demand. Consider an undirected graph G “ pV,Eq with a weight function

over the edges w : E Ñ R`. Each node i P V denotes a buyer, there is an edge

pi, jq P E if buyers i, j are friends, and the weight of their friendship is given by the

quantity wpi, jq. The price of the cheap (resp. expensive) item is set at p1 (resp. p2).

Naturally, the price of the cheap item should be less than that of the expensive one,
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that is, p1 ď p2. The pricing is uniform in the sense that the same item is offered at

the same price to all the nodes. Say that a node is black (resp. white) if she buys

the cheap (resp. expensive) item, while paying an amount p1 (resp. p2).

Definition 1. The externality Extpiq of node i is the total weight of the edges it

shares with black nodes. Thus, we have Extpiq “
ř

pi,jqPE: j is blackwpi, jq.

Definition 2. The weighted degree Dpiq of node i is the total weights of the edges

incident to it. Thus, we have Dpiq “
ř

pi,jqPE wpi, jq.

Any agent purchasing the cheap (resp. expensive) item gets an intrinsic valuation

of a (resp. b), where 0 ď a ď b, and a, b are publicly known and fixed in advance. In

addition, any buyer purchasing the expensive item gets an extrinsic valuation that

increases as more of her friends purchase the cheap item, and her total valuation

equals the sum of intrinsic and extrinsic valuations. To be more specific, the valuation

of every black node is equal to a; whereas the valuation of a white node i is given by

the expression b` Extpiq.

The buyers have quasi-linear utilities. If a node i is black, then her utility is

Upiq “ a´ p1. Else if the node i is white, then her utility is Upiq “ b`Extpiq ´ p2.

And if node i does not purchase any item, then she gets zero utility. We assume

p1 ď a and p2 ď b. These two inequalities guarantee that every buyer purchases the

item, or equivalently, every node is colored either black or white.

Under the above setting, a monopolist wishes to price the items to maximize

revenue. Any setting of prices induces a sub-game on the buyers where they decide

which item to purchase in order to maximize their individual utility. If a buyer

buys the cheaper item, then she gets its intrinsic valuation; else if she buys the

more expensive item, she gets the sum of its intrinsic and extrinsic valuations. The

whole process can be viewed as a strategic game occurring in two rounds: The

seller commits to the two prices in advance, and then each buyer simultaneously
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decides which item to purchase. We term this the Pricing Game, and study the

computational complexity of two natural questions for any fixed setting of prices:

• What is the worst Nash equilibrium, i.e., one that raises minimum revenue?

This gives a guarantee on the revenue the seller raises regardless of the behavior

of the buyers; a risk-averse seller will choose prices at which this revenue is as

large as possible.

• What is the best Nash equilibrium, i.e., one that raises largest revenue? This

will give the most optimistic view of the buyers’ behavior, and is appropriate

when the seller can recommend which item to buy via targeted advertising.

We first show that the Pricing Game is an exact potential game, and hence

admits to a pure Nash Equilibrium (Theorem 3). As a corollary, the Nash dynamics

converges in poly-time when the edge-weights are polynomially bounded integers

(when the edge-weights are not polynomially bounded, it can takes super-polynomial

time for our potential function to reach 0). It is straightforward to check that not

only are there multiple pure Nash equilibria in this game, but also they have vastly

different revenue properties for the seller. This motivates us to focus on computing

equilibria with certain optimality properties. In particular, we show the following

results:

• For the Worst (minimum) Nash equilibrium problem, we show that its revenue

is NP-Hard to approximate within a factor of Opn1{3´εq - see Theorem 4. In-

terestingly, our hardness results hold even when the buyers derive significantly

large intrinsic utility compared to the externalities.

• In view of the above lower bound, we focus on a δ-relaxed notion of Nash

equilibria,1 where the seller posts different prices to different buyers of the

1 Refer to the discussion in the beginning of Section 2.3.1 for more details.
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expensive item, but these prices are within a factor of δ of each other. In other

words the mechanism is allowed to set different prices for the more expensive

items (to satisfy the rationality constraint for the agent purchasing the more

expensive item). However the prices must be within factor 4 against each

other. We give an algorithm (Theorem 9) for computing a 4-relaxed NE that is

a 4-approximation to the worst revenue. The algorithm uses a linear program

relaxation to bound the revenue of the worst NE. It is interesting to note that

this linear program only encodes the constraint that the buyers do not deviate

from buying the cheaper item to the more expensive item, allowing the buyers

of the more expensive item to deviate. Based on the ideas from vertex cover,

we present a rounding scheme for this LP, and use the resulting solution as a

starting point for performing relaxed Nash dynamics.

• We show (Theorem 10) that the Best Nash equilibrium problem is also hard to

approximate within a factor of Opn1{3´εq by reduction from the independent set

problem. However, in contrast with independent set, our problem is NP-Hard

even on trees (Theorem 11). We finally present a 2-approximation to maximum

revenue when the underlying network is bipartite (Theorem 17).

We emphasize that all the three hardness results (Theorems 4, 10, 11) hold even

if the edge-weights are small integers so that Nash dynamics converges quickly to

some Nash equilibrium. In contrast, both the algorithms presented in Chapter 2 - a

4 approximation with relaxed prices to the revenue of the worst Nash Equilibrium,

and a 2 approximation to the revenue of the Best Nash Equilibrium on bipartite

graphs - run in polynomial time for arbitrary edge-weights.
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1.2.2 Positive Network Externalities and Optimal Auction Design

The value-based positive externality model we use in Chapter 3 is a direct generaliza-

tion to the cardinality based utility model formalized by (Katz and Shapiro (1985)).

A detailed comparison is deferred to Chapter 3. Our value based externality model

is the following: agents are unit demand; given the agents’ intrinsic types tsiu, sup-

pose the set of agents winning the item is W . Then, the valuation for agent i P W

is vipsi,W q “ hipsiq `
ř

jPW j‰i gijpsjq. On the other hand, for i R W , we have

vipsi,W q “ 0. Since we consider positive externalities, we assume the functions hi

and gij are non-negative and non-decreasing.

As an example to illustrate the usefulness of this model, suppose agent i is decid-

ing to adopt a social network. The agent’s type is her signal si. This signal stands

for the intrinsic value she has for the website. Furthermore, the agent receives exter-

nalities if her friend j also uses the same social network. The amount of externality

received by i from j is determined by how much j likes the same network (gijpsjq).

Therefore, under the value based utility model, the agent’s utility depends linearly

on her friends’ private information about how much they like the social network.

Note that the value based utility model naturally captures the network externality

case, where the agents are located in a network GpV,Eq, and receive externality only

from neighbors in the network. Our valuation function is not only a generalization

of cardinality based externality functions, but also of the weighted sum values model

introduced in (Roughgarden and Talgam-Cohen (2013); Li (2013)), generalized to

the setting with network externalities.

We consider the Bayesian setting, where the agents’ intrinsic types are assumed

to be drawn from a known distribution. We assume there is unlimited supply of

the item, and agents are unit demand. The goal of the auctioneer is to design an

incentive compatible and individually rational mechanism that optimizes expected
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revenue, where the expectation is over the distribution of types, as well as the ran-

domness introduced by the mechanism. Our solution concept will be ex-post, meaning

that even when agents know the signals of the other agents, truthfulness and ratio-

nality hold in expectation over the randomness introduced by the mechanism. In

other words, by reporting truthfully, the agents maximizes their (expected) utility

assuming the other agents are also utility maximizers.

We present a characterization of ex-post (randomized) mechanisms in Section 3.3.

Using this characterization, we show in Section 3.4 that when the intrinsic types of

the agents are drawn from a regular product distribution, the optimal auction can

be computed in polynomial time. Our characterization allows us to define a virtual

value on each agent’s private signal in a standard way. However, the winning set

can have agents to have negative virtual values if they produce enough externalities.

We show that despite this difficulty, we can modify the densest subgraph algorithm

(Charikar (2000)) in an interesting way to compute the minimal densest subgraph,

and this allows us to design the optimal, polynomial time computable mechanism.

We show how to achieve near optimal ex post revenue when the distributions are

correlated. Our mechanism takes the better of two deterministic mechanisms. One

mechanism focuses on extracting revenue from the intrinsic value, the other one from

the externalities. We show that the better of these two mechanisms produces at least

1
4

of the optimal revenue.

We finally show an LP formulation whose size is polynomial in the size of the

support of the joint distribution of the signal space. We round the solution to this

LP to obtain an optimal mechanism when there a constant number of agents with

correlated signals. More interestingly, this algorithm shows that the optimal ex-post

incentive compatible and individually rational mechanism is always deterministic,

i.e., there is no gap between the revenues of the optimal deterministic and randomized

mechanisms.
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1.2.3 Constant-Competitive Prior-Free Auction with Ordered Bidders

In Chapter 4 we study prior-free auction for the setting where the bidders are unit-

demand, the items are identical and indivisible, and available in unlimited supply.

In other words, we again study the digital goods auctions.

The authors in (Belloni et al., 2014) gives prior-free results on revenue maximizing

mechanisms for agents with negative externality on social network.

First, consider the scenario when the bidders’ valuations for the items are drawn

from i.i.d. distributions. In this setting, the optimal Bayesian auction sets the same

reserve price (say q) for every bidder: If a bidder’s valuation is at least q, then she

takes one copy of the item and makes a payment of q, otherwise she receives zero items

and makes zero payment. This leads to the following prior-free revenue-benchmark.

Let F denote the maximum revenue one can get by setting a uniform price across

all the bidders. Now, if our revenue is Op1q-competitive against F , instance by

instance, then it is easy to see that (in expectation over the priors) we shall be

Op1q-competitive against the optimal Bayesian revenue. Unfortunately, for technical

reason, no truthful auction can compete against the benchmark F on every input.

To see this, suppose that one bidder has infinite valuation, and every other bidder

has zero valuation. Here, the benchmark F is set at infinity. In contrast, in any

truthful auction, the price offered to the first bidder should be independent of her

own valuation. As a result, there is no truthful auction whose revenue is comparable

to F .

To circumvent this difficulty, (Goldberg et al. (2006)) proposed the modified

benchmark F : It is the maximum revenue one can get by setting a uniform price,

under the condition that this price is at most the second highest valuation (so that

at least two bidders purchase the item). This rules out the bad example described

in the preceding paragraph. In their seminal work, (Goldberg et al. (2006)) gave a
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truthful prior-free auction whose revenue is constant competitive against F on every

input.

More recently, (Leonardi and Roughgarden (2012)) extended the landscape of

this problem by relaxing the iid assumption. They allowed the bidders’ valuations to

be drawn from independent, but not necessarily identical, prior distributions: As in

the iid case, here the optimal Bayesian auction offers one copy of the item to every

bidder at her reserve price. However, in contrast to the iid case, different bidders may

have different reserve prices. Thus, at first glance, the natural prior-free benchmark

seems to be the maximum revenue that can be obtained from any arbitrary pricing.

Unfortunately, it is easy to see that this benchmark is equal to the social welfare,

and hence, no truthful auction can be competitive against this benchmark.

The authors in (Leonardi and Roughgarden (2012)) argued that in order to get

a positive result in the non-iid setting, the auctioneer should be equipped with some

information regarding the bidders’ priors. They made the following natural assump-

tion: The auctioneer knows the ordering of the bidders’ reserve prices.2 Without any

loss of generality, the bidders are ordered according to 1, . . . , n, so that for all i ă j,

the reserve price for bidder i is at most the reserve price for bidder j. They used the

revenue generated by any collection of prices that satisfies this ordering as a bench

mark.

In this scenario, the optimal Bayesian revenue is attained by an increasing price

ladder: For any two bidders i ă j, the price offered to bidder i is at most the price

offered to bidder j. Due to a technical reason similar to the one described for iid

bidders, we need to impose the further condition that the highest price in this ladder

is at most the second highest valuation. The maximum revenue from any such price

ladder is termed as the monotone-price benchmark M. (Leonardi and Roughgarden

(2012)) gave a truthful auction that is Oplog˚ nq competitive against M.

2 We emphasize that the auctioneer does not know the actual values of these reserves.
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We improve upon the work of (Leonardi and Roughgarden (2012)), by giving the

first truthful prior-free auction that is constant competitive against the monotone-

price benchmark M.

1.3 Bibliographical Notes

The results in Chapter 2 is from joint work with Sayan Bhattachaya, Janardhan

Kulkarni, and Kamesh Munagala (Bhattacharya et al. (2011)). The results in Chap-

ter 3 is from joint work with Kamesh Munagala(Munagala and Xu (2014)). The

results in Chapter 4 is from joint work with Sayan Bhattachaya, Elias Koutsoupias,

Janardhan kulkarni, Stefano Leonardi, and Tim Roughgarden (Bhattacharya et al.

(2013)).
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2

Allocation with Negative Network Externalities

2.1 Introduction

As mentioned in the introduction, we consider pricing and allocations over a social

network, when buyers derive utility from being unique in their purchase.

Though our model is motivated by negative externalities, the same model arises in

an entirely different context that is well-studied in economics. In sequential pricing,

buyers derive positive utility from neighbors who bought the item earlier in time,

and strategically decide when to buy the item to maximize their utility. The goal of

the seller is to decide the prices to set for each stage so that the resulting subgame

among the buyers raises large revenue. Such a model of externality is motivated

by buyers deciding to wait on a purchase if a lot of her friends buy now, since

waiting will lead to more product feedback and hence raise utility. This is a well-

studied problem: Exact and approximation algorithms are known for models with

no network effects (Gul et al. (1986); Bulow (1982); Coase (1972); Hart and Tirole

(1988); Thépot (1998)), non-atomic buyers (Bensaid and Lesne (1996); Anari et al.

(2010)), or with non-strategizing buyers (Hartline et al. (2008a); Akhlaghpour et al.
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(2010b); Arthur et al. (2009)). Our formulation exactly models two-stage sequential

pricing for a single item with strategic, atomic buyers on a network: Buyers derive

both an intrinsic utility from the item as well as linear utility from neighbors who

have bought the item in the previous stage. To map this to our problem, simply note

that the buyers in the second stage of sequential pricing correspond to buyers of the

more expensive item, and those in the first stage, to the cheaper item. As we show

next, the presence of atomic, strategizing buyers on a network causes the problem

to become structurally different from previously considered versions.

Marketing strategies in social networks is an extensively studied problem, starting

with the seminal paper by Kempe et. al. (Kempe et al. (2003)). Several recent papers

(Anari et al. (2010); Hartline et al. (2008a); Akhlaghpour et al. (2010b); Arthur

et al. (2009); Haghpanah et al. (2011)) consider pricing and auction design in social

networks when buyers exhibit positive network externalities, meaning they derive

positive utility from neighbors possessing the product. Our main contribution is

to show that the structure induced by uniqueness and negative externalities is very

different from positive externalities. In particular, we show that computing Nash

Equilibria with desirable revenue properties ends up being hard to approximate, and

we need to consider relaxed notions of equilibria in order to show positive results.

There have been extensive studies in the economics literature on various model of

network externality (Katz and Shapiro, 1985; Parker and Van Alstyne, 2005; Jehiel

et al., 1999; Figueroa and Skreta, 2011). Perhaps most relevant to our work, in (Deng

and Pekec, 2013) the authors study the exclusive allocation on a social network and

introduce the notion of local exclusivity. The authors first study optimal pricing on a

complete graph for digital goods auctions. In their setting the seller can set a single

price and the buyers respond by making the purchase decisions. The buyers have a

higher value for the item if they get it exclusively. In other words the buyers exhibit

negative externality. It is an interesting question to extend the results in (Deng and
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Pekec, 2013) to arbitrary graph. The work (Deng and Pekec, 2013) also studies the

optimal mechanism design problem under their utility model.

Our problem is a special case of potential (or congestion) games (Monderer and

Shapley (1996)), which always admit to pure Nash equilibria. These games have been

extensively studied from two perspectives - how bad can the welfare of the resulting

equilibria be compared to optimal social welfare (price of anarchy) (Koutsoupias and

Papadimitriou (1999); Roughgarden and Tardos (2000)); and how quickly does Nash

dynamics converge in such games (Fabrikant et al. (2004); Chien and Sinclair (2007);

Awerbuch et al. (2008)). The literature on price of anarchy aims to find worst case

loss in efficiency due to strategizing across all game instances; in contrast, though we

study best or worst equilibria, our focus is on computing these equilibria for a specific

input network. It is relatively easy to check that the worst-case revenue of these

equilibria across all networks can be Ωpnq factor off from the optimal revenue that

can be raised with non-strategizing buyers; and furthermore, the revenues of best and

worst equilibria can be separated by a factor of Ωpnq. For general potential games,

computing a pure Nash equilibrium is PLS-complete (Fabrikant et al. (2004)), and

most literature in this domain has tried to circumvent this hardness by considering

the notion of approximate Nash equilibrium (Bhalgat et al. (2010)). Our focus is not

primarily on PLS-completeness; in fact, our problem is interesting (and hard) even

in the regime where the Nash dynamics converges in polynomial time.

2.2 Preliminaries

As mentioned in Chapter 1, we consider the setting where we are given the values

of p1, p2, a and b. This induces a normal form game between the buyers, and we call

it the Pricing Game. The strategy of each node consists of choosing whether to

be colored black or white. A coloring of the nodes defines a strategy profile, and in

a Nash equilibrium, the color chosen by each node is a best response to the colors
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chosen by other nodes. Thus, node i is colored black iff:

a´ p1 ě b` Extpiq ´ p2 ñ Extpiq ď p2 ´ p1 ` a´ b “ ∆ (say)

Similarly, node i is colored white if and only if Extpiq ě ∆.1

The game can therefore be summarized as follows.

Pricing Game. In any pure Nash equilibrium, every node is colored either black or

white. Each black (resp. white) node has an externality of at most (resp. at least)

∆. Let B (resp. W “ V zB) denote the set of black (resp. white) nodes. Each black

(resp. white) node mays a payment of p1 (resp. p2). Thus:

Seller’s Revenue “ p1 ˆ |B| ` p2 ˆ |W | “ p∆` b´ aq ˆ |W | ` p1 ˆ |V |

In the above equation, the second equality holds since p2 “ p1`∆` b´ a. Our first

theorem shows that the Pricing Game is an exact potential game.

Theorem 3. The Pricing Game is an exact potential game, and hence it admits a

pure Nash equilibrium. In addition, if the edge weights wpi, jq take integral values in

the range t1, . . . , µu, then the Nash dynamics converges within Θpµn2q steps, where

n is the number of nodes in the graph G “ pV,Eq.

Proof. Given any coloring C : V Ñ tblack, whiteu, let UCpiq and ExtCpiq respectively

denote the utility of node i and the externality of node i. Further, let BC (resp.

WC “ V zBC) denote the set of black (resp. white) nodes under coloring C.

Associate each coloring C with a potential φpCq, given by the total weight of

black-black edges plus ∆ times the number of white nodes. In other words,

φpCq “ ∆ˆ |WC| ` ˆ
ÿ

pi,jqPE:i,jPBC

wpi, jq

1 If ∆ ă 0, then it is a dominant strategy for each buyer to purchase the more expensive item,
and the pure NE degenerates to the case where all nodes are colored white. Throughout the rest
of the chapter, we will consider the generic setting where ∆ ě 0.
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Suppose we take a coloring C and flip the color of any one node i to get a new coloring

C 1, while the colors of all other nodes remain the same. We show UC1piq ´ UCpiq “

´pφpC 1q ´ φpCqq. This will prove that the Pricing Game is an exact poten-

tial game, guaranteeing the existence of a pure Nash equilibrium. We note that

ExtCpiq “ ExtC1piq, and consider two possible scenarios.

Case 1. Node i is black under coloring C, and white under coloring C 1. Here,

UC1piq ´ UCpiq “ a` ExtC1piq ´ p2 ´ pa´ p1q “ ExtCpiq ´∆

As node i changes her color from black to white, the total weight of black-black

edges reduces by ExtCpiq and the number of white nodes increases by 1. Thus,

φpC 1q ´ φpCq “ ´ExtCpiq `∆ “ ´pUC1piq ´ UCpiqq.

Case 2. Node i is white under coloring C, and black under coloring C 1. Here,

UC1piq ´ UCpiq “ ´pExtCpiq ´∆q. As node i changes her color from white to black,

the total weight of black-black edges increases by ExtCpiq and the number of white

nodes decrease by 1. Thus, φpC 1q ´ φpCq “ ExtCpiq ´∆. Hence the Pricing Game

is an exact potential game.

Finally, it is easy to verify that if the edge-weights are integers in the range t1, . . . , µu,

then the potential value is at most Θpµn2q. Since every step in the Nash dynamics

decreases this potential by an integral amount, the process must converge within

Θpµn2q steps.

We are interested in estimating the maximum (resp. minimum) revenue the

seller may obtain from any pure Nash equilibrium. Towards this end, we define the

following problems.
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Problem 1 (BNE: Best Nash Equilibrium). Given an instance of the Pricing

Game, find a pure Nash equilibrium that generates the maximum revenue.

Problem 2 (PNE: Worst Nash Equilibrium). Given an instance of the Pricing

Game, find a pure Nash equilibrium that generates the minimum revenue.

Remark. Our focus is not on studying Nash dynamics. Instead we ask the question:

Even if the edge-weights are small integers so that Nash dynamics converges in

polynomial time (Theorem 3), how hard is it to compute a pure Nash equilibrium

with specific revenue properties? All our hardness results (Theorems 4, 10, 11) hold

under this very natural scenario of small integer edge-weights. Our hardness results

also hold when intrinsic valuations are large compared to each individual externality

(the reductions set a “ b “ 1), and the seller wants to obtain non-negligible revenue

from each item (the reductions set p1 “ 1). However, both the positive results in

this chapter- a 4 approximation with relaxed prices to the revenue of the Worst Nash

Equilibrium (Figure 2.1), and a 2 approximation to the revenue of the Best Nash

Equilibrium on bipartite graphs (Figure 2.4) - do not make any assumption on the

input, and hold for arbitrary edge-weights.

Section 2.3 is devoted to the Worst Nash Equilibrium (PNE) problem, whereas we

consider the Best Nash Equilibrium (BNE) problem in Section 2.4. Due to lack of

space, many of the proofs have been relegated to Appendix.

2.3 The Worst Nash Equilibrium

First, we derive a strong inapproximability result for the Worst Nash Equilibrium

(PNE) problem by reducing it from Minimum Maximal Independent Set (MMIS). In

the MMIS problem, we are given a graph, and the objective to find an independent

set of minimum size such that every node in the graph is adjacent to at least one
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node in the independent set. The paper (Kann (1994)) shows that it is NP-hard

to get a poly-time Opn1´εq approximation for MMIS (Kann (1994)).

Theorem 4. It is NP-hard to compute in poly-time a pure Nash equilibrium whose

revenue is a Opn1{3´εq approximation to the minimum revenue, where n is the number

of nodes in the social network.

Proof. Given an instance G “ pV,Eq of the minimum maximal independent set

problem, we reduce it (see Figure 2.2) to an instance of PNE as outlined below. The

resulting weighted graph will be denoted by G.

• Set a “ b “ 1, p1 “ 1, and p2 “ |V |
2, implying that ∆ “ pp2 ´ p1 ` a ´ bq “

Θp|V |2q. Consequently, in any pure Nash equilibrium of the PNE instance we

construct, every black (resp. white) node should have an externality at most

(resp. at least) ∆. Further, every black node makes a payment of 1, whereas

every white node contributes Θp|V |2q towards total revenue.

• Start with G “ pV,Eq and assign a weight of 3 to each edge pi, jq P E.

• For all nodes i P V :

– Create a new set of nodes Ti of cardinality p3∆´ 1q.

– Partition Ti into four disjoint subsets as Li, Ri, Si and tαi, α̃i, βi, γi, δiu,

where |Li| “ |Ri| “ |Si| “ ∆´ 2.

– Create a cycle connecting the nodes of Li.

– For all u P Li, v P Ri, create an edge pu, vq. For all u P LiYRi, create the

edges pu, γiq, pu, δiq. For all u P Li, create an edge pu, βiq. For all u P Si,

create the edges pu, αiq, pu, iq.

– Create the edges pβi, γiq, pβi, δiq, pαi, βiq, pi, αiq and pαi, α̃iq.
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– Assign a weight of 2 to each of the edges pαi, βiq and pαi, α̃iq. Every other

newly created edge gets a weight of 1.

Our next observation follows from the fact that all nodes in the set Si Y tα̃iu have a

weighted degree of 2, and it is strictly less than ∆.

Observation 1. For all i P V , the set of nodes Si Y tα̃iu must be colored black in

any pure Nash equilibrium.

We now prove three lemmas that will be crucial in deriving the lower bound.

Lemma 5. Consider any pure Nash equilibrium in graph G. The nodes of the set V

that are colored black form a maximal independent set in G “ pV,Eq.

Proof. Consider an edge pi, jq P E. Node i (resp. node j) is friend with the set

Si (resp. Sj). By Observation 1, both the nodes i, j gets an externality of at least

p∆ ´ 2q. The edge pi, jq has weight 3. Thus, both the nodes i, j cannot be colored

black simultaneously, or else each of them will get an externality of p∆ ` 1q. The

black nodes in V , therefore, form an independent set.

Now consider a node i P V . If none of her friends in the set V are colored

black, then she gets an externality of at most ∆´ 1 (when node αi is colored black).

Hence node i must be colored black. In other words, every white node in V must be

adjacent to at least one black node in V , and as a result, the black nodes in V form

a maximal independent set in G “ pV,Eq.

Lemma 6. Consider the pure Nash equilibrium in graph G with minimum revenue.

If a node i P V is colored white, then the revenue from the set Ti is Θp∆q.

Proof. Color all the nodes in the set tαi, α̃iu Y Li Y Ri Y Si as black, and all three

nodes in the set tβi, γi, δiu as white. Verify that each black (resp. white) node in the

set Ti has an externality of at most (resp. at least) ∆, and total revenue from Ti is
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Op∆q. Since the set Ti contains Ωp∆q nodes, minimum revenue from Ti is at least

Ωp∆q. The lemma follows.

Lemma 7. Consider any pure Nash equilibrium in graph G. If a node i P V is

colored black, then the revenue from the set Ti is Θp∆2q.

Proof. Since the set Ti contains Op∆q nodes, even if we color all of them white,

revenue from the set is at most Op∆2q. In the following paragraphs, we show that

when node i is colored black, revenue from the Ti is at least Ωp∆2q.

Both the nodes γi, δi are connected to 2∆ ´ 4 nodes in the set Li Y Ri via unit-

weight edges. If either node γi or node δi is colored black, at least ∆´ 4 nodes from

the set Li Y Ri will have to be colored white, and the revenue will be Ωp∆2q. For

the rest of the proof, assume that both the nodes γi, δi are colored white. Hence the

maximum possible externality of any node in the set Ri can be at most ∆´ 2 (apart

from the set Li, all her friends are white). It follows that all nodes in the set Ri must

be colored black.

By Observation 1, all nodes in the set Si Y tα̃iu must be colored black, and node

i is black by assumption. Consequently, node αi has an externality of at least ∆` 1

(she is friend with the set tiu Y Si Y tα̃iu), and she must be colored white. Next,

node βi can potentially have an externality of at most ∆´ 2 (apart from the set Li,

all her friends are white), and she must be colored black.

Finally, consider the set Li. Each node in Li has an externality of at least ∆´ 1

(she is friend with the set βi Y Ri). Recall that nodes in Li form a cycle. No three

consecutive nodes on the cycle can be colored black; for if three nodes x, y, z P Li,

connected by edges px, yq and py, zq, are colored black, then the middle node y will

get an externality of ∆` 1. Therefore, at least p∆´ 2q{3 nodes from the set Li must

be colored white, resulting in a revenue of Ωp∆2q.

Let B˚ (resp. W ˚ “ V zB˚) denote the set of black (resp. white) nodes from V
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in the pure Nash equilibrium of graph G that minimizes revenue. By Lemmas 6, 7,

the revenue of the coloring is given by the expression |B˚| ˆΘp∆2q ` |W ˚| ˆΘp∆q.

Since ∆ “ Θp|V |2q and |W ˚| can be at most |V |, the first term dominates the second

one, and revenue equals |B˚| ˆ Θp|V |4q. Since the coloring minimizes the quantity

|B˚|ˆΘp|V |4q, Lemma 5 implies that, upto a constant factor, the set B˚ is a minimum

maximal independent set in the graph G “ pV,Eq.

Now, let B (resp. W “ V zB) denote the set of black (resp. white) nodes from

V in any pure Nash equilibrium of G. By Lemma 7, the revenue obtained is at least

|B|ˆΘp∆2q “ |B|ˆΘp|V |4q. By Lemma 5, the set B is also a maximal independent

set in the graph G “ pV,Eq. Hence an approximation for the PNE instance will

imply an approximation for the MMIS of graph G “ pV,Eq.

Finally, the graph G contains Θp|V |ˆ∆q “ Θp|V |3q “ n nodes. As a consequence,

a Opn1{3´εq approximation for the PNE instance will translate into a Op|V |1´3εq

approximation for the minimum maximal independent set of the graph G “ pV,Eq.

This completes the reduction.

2.3.1 Nash Equilibrium with Relaxed Prices

Theorem 4 gives a strong hardness result for the Worst Nash Equilibrium (PNE)

problem. At first glance, it seems that a possible way to circumvent the hardness

is to focus on the relaxed notion of approximate Nash equilibrium, which is defined

as a coloring where any node on flipping color can improve her utility by at most

a constant factor. Unfortunately, closer inspection reveals that such an approach

is not going to work, for the following reason. In the proof of Theorem 4, we have

p1 “ a, that is, the cheap item is offered at a price equal to its intrinsic valuation.

Hence every black node gets zero utility. In this situation, any approximate Nash

equilibrium must be an exact Nash equilibrium. As a result, the hardness lower bound

carries over to the seemingly relaxed notion of approximate Nash equilibrium.
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On a positive note, we provide a 4-approximation algorithm for the PNE problem

when the constraint of uniform pricing is relaxed slightly, allowing the seller to offer

different prices to different buyers purchasing the same item, under the condition

that these prices are within a constant factor of each other. Given an instance of

the PNE problem, our algorithm returns a coloring C satisfying the two properties

described below.

• Every white node has an externality of at least ∆ “ pp2 ´ p1 ` a ´ bq, and

every black node has an externality of at most 4∆. It is easy to verify that

such a coloring is a pure Nash equilibrium under the following relaxed pricing

scheme: Each black (resp. white) node is offered the price 4p2 (resp. p2) for

the expensive item, whereas the cheap item is offered at the same price p1 to

every node.

• The revenue of the coloring C is at most 4 times the revenue of any pure Nash

equilibrium where the cheap (resp. expensive) item is offered to all buyers at

the same price p1 (resp. p2).

The algorithm is described in Figure 2.1. We give a LP relaxation for the PNE

instance, encoding the constraint that every black node has an externality of at

most ∆. Surprisingly, the LP does not enforce any lower bound on the externalities

of the white nodes. Using a simple rounding scheme, we get an integral solution

whose revenue is at most 4 times the minimum revenue. In the integral solution,

every black node has an externality of at most 2∆. Next, we employ an iterative

improvement process that flips the colors of bad (see Definition 8) nodes. We show

that the revenue does not increase during the iterative improvement process and

that the process converges in polynomial time to a coloring that is a pure Nash

equilibrium under the relaxed pricing scheme mentioned above.
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We first write down the LP relaxation for the given PNE instance. Recall that

the notation Dpiq denotes the weighted degree of node i (Definition 2). Consider any

pure Nash equilibrium. For all i P V , if node i is colored white (resp. black), set

xi “ 1 (resp. xi “ 0). For all pi, jq P E, set yij “ 1 if edge pi, jq has both its end

vertices colored black, otherwise set yij “ 0. The revenue is given by the objective

value of LP-Min. Constraint (3) states that if a node has weighted degree less than

∆, then it must be colored black. Constraint (2) ensures yij “ 1 if and only if both

endpoints of the edge pi, jq are black. Finally, Constraint (1) requires that if a node

is black, then she has an externality of at most ∆. Thus, any pure Nash equilibrium

is a feasible solution to LP-Min, and optimal objective value of the LP lower bounds

the minimum revenue obtainable from any pure Nash equilibrium.

Minimize p∆` b´ aq
ÿ

i

xi ` p1|V | (LP-Min)

ř

j:pi,jqPE wpi, jqyij ď ∆ @i : Dpiq ě ∆ p1q

xi ` xj ` yij ě 1 @pi, jq P E p2q
xi “ 0 @i : Dpiq ă ∆ p3q
xi P r0, 1s @i p4q

Definition 8. A node is called bad if either it is white and has an externality less

than ∆, or if it is black and has an externality more than 4∆.

Theorem 9. Given an instance of the PNE problem, Algorithm RELAXED (Fig-

ure 2.1) returns a coloring of the nodes with the following properties.

• It returns a coloring where each white node has an externality of at least ∆ and

each black node has an externality of at most 4∆.

• The algorithm terminates in polynomial time.
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RELAXED

Input: A graph G “ pV,Eq, and some ∆ ą 0.
Output: A coloring of the nodes.

Let tx˚i , y
˚
iju denote the optimal solution to LP-Min.

Rounding: For all nodes i P V :
If x˚i ě 1{4, then color node i as white; Else color node i as black.

Iterative Improvement:
While there exists a bad a node i P V : Flip the color of node i.

a See Definition 8

Figure 2.1: Approximation Algorithm for the Worst Nash Equilibrium (PNE)
problem with relaxed prices.

• The revenue of the returned coloring is a 4-approximation to the optimal ob-

jective value.

Proof. The first part of the theorem is easily verified. Since the iterative improvement

step is repeated till there are no bad nodes (Definition 8), the algorithm RELAXED

returns a coloring where every white node has an externality of at least ∆ and every

black node has an externality of at most 4∆.

Let C denote the coloring obtained from the rounding step. Since every white

node has x˚i ě 1{4, the revenue of coloring C is at most 4 times the optimal objective

value of LP-Min. We now show that the revenue can only decrease during the

iterative improvement process, which converges in polynomial time.

Consider a node i which is black under coloring C obtained from the rounding

step. Consider any other black node j that is adjacent to node i. It follows that

x˚i , x
˚
j ă 1{4, and by constraint (2) of LP-Min, we have y˚ij ě 1{2. As a result,

constraint (1) implies that node i has an externality of at most 2∆. Applying similar

arguments, every black node has an externality of at most 2∆.

At any instant of the iterative improvement process, let W (resp. B “ V zW )

denote the set of white (resp. black) nodes. We associate with every node i a variable
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called bankpiq, and define the potential of the system at any instant as

Φ “ ∆ˆ |W | `
ÿ

iPV

bankpiq

All the bank variables are set to 0 at the beginning of the iterative improvement

process. Consequently, the potential of the coloring C (obtained from the rounding

step) is given by ∆ times the number of white nodes. As the process unfolds, we

adjust the bank variables according to the following rules.

• At every time step, the bank variables of all the white nodes are set to 0.

• If a node i is flipped from white to black, then for all black nodes j adjacent to

node i, we increment the variable bankpjq by an amount wpi, jq. The variable

bankpiq remains at 0.

• If a node i is flipped from black to white, then we reset the variable bankpiq to

0 (This follows from the first rule).

First, we observe that when a node i is flipped from white to black, we have:

Decrease in Potential “ ∆´
ÿ

jPB: pi,jqPE

wpi, jq “ ∆´ Extpiq ą 0

The last inequality holds since any node flipped from white to black has an externality

strictly less than ∆. Next, we note that whenever a black node i is flipped to white,

then the decrease in potential is ´∆` bankpiq.

The last time instant when node i was colored black, it had an externality of at

most 2∆ and the variable bankpiq was set to 0. At the present instant, when we are

flipping node i to white, it has an externality of at least 4∆. During this time period,

node i has therefore gained an externality of 2∆. During the same time period,

whenever a friend j of node i has been flipped to black, both the externality of node
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i and the variable bankpiq have increased by the same amount wpi, jq. Consequently,

at the present time instant, the variable bankpiq has a value at least 2∆, and when

we are flipping node i to white, we are decreasing the potential by at least ∆.

The preceding discussion shows that the iterative improvement process never

increases the potential. The highest potential is obtained at the beginning of the

process when all bank variables are zero, and consequently, this value is bounded

from above by the expression ∆ˆ|V |. And whenever a node is flipped from black to

white, the potential decreases by at least ∆. Since a flip from black to white must

occur at least once amongst any sequence of |V | ` 1 consecutive flips, it follows that

the process decreases the potential by an amount ∆ within every Θp|V |q steps. As a

result, the process converges in Θp|V |2q steps.

Since the bank variables are set to zero at the beginning of the iterative improve-

ment process and the potential decreases as the process unfolds, it implies that the

number of white nodes (and hence revenue) in the final coloring must be lower than

that of the coloring C obtained from the rounding step. Recall that the revenue

of the coloring C is at most 4 times the minimum revenue, and the approximation

guarantee follows.

2.4 The Best Nash Equilibrium

This section begins with a strong inapproximability result for Best Nash Equilibrium

(BNE); the reduction is from the Maximum Independent Set problem. It is known

(Zuckerman (2006)) that unless NP “ P , the Maximum Independent Set problem

cannot be approximated in polynomial time within a factor of Opn1´εq.

Theorem 10. Unless NP “ P , it is not possible to compute in polynomial time

a pure Nash equilibrium whose revenue is a Opn1{3´εq approximation to maximum

revenue, where n is the number of nodes in the social network.
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Figure 2.2: The gadget associated with a node i P V in the inapproximability
reduction for PNE problem. Each rectangle denotes a set of nodes.

Proof. Given an instance of the maximum independent set problem G “ pV,Eq, we

construct an instance of BNE as outlined below. The resulting graph will be denoted

by G.

• Set a “ b “ 1, p1 “ 1, and p2 “ |V |2, implying that ∆ “ Θp|V |2q. Equiva-

lently, in any pure Nash equilibrium of the BNE instance we construct, every

black (resp. white) node should have an externality at most (resp. at least)

∆. Further, every black node makes a payment of 1, whereas every white node

contributes Θp∆q “ Θp|V |2q towards total revenue.

• Start with the graph G “ pV,Eq. Assign a weight of 2 to each edge pi, jq P E.

• For each node i P V :

– Create a new set of nodes Ti of cardinality p3∆´ 3q.
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– Partition Ti into three mutually disjoint subsets Li, Ri and Si of equal

size, that is, |Li| “ |Ri| “ |Si| “ ∆´ 1.

– For all u P Li, v P Ri, create an edge pu, vq of weight 1.

– For all u P Li Y Si, create an edge pu, iq of weight 1.

In the graph G, consider any node i P V . Note that all nodes in Si have a weighted

degree of 1, and they must be colored black. Further, if node i is colored black, then

we can color the set of nodes Ri as black and the set of nodes Li as white, obtaining

a revenue of Θp∆2q from the set Ti. On the other hand, if node i is colored white,

then no node in the set Li Y Ri can get an externality of ∆. As a consequence, no

node in the set LiYRi can be colored white, and we get a revenue of Θp∆q from the

set Ti.

Let B (resp. W ) denote the set of nodes in V that are colored black (resp. white)

in any pure Nash equilibrium of G. The preceding discussion indicates that the total

revenue is given by the expression |B|ˆΘp∆2q`|W |ˆΘp∆q. Since we set ∆ “ Θp|V |2q

and |W | can be at most |V |, the first term dominates the second one, and revenue

equals |B| ˆ Θp|V |4q. Thus, approximating the maximum revenue reduces, upto a

constant factor, to approximating the maximum number of nodes in V that can be

colored black. To complete the proof, we show in the next paragraph that the black

nodes in V form an independent set. Since the graph G has |V |ˆΘp∆q “ Θp|V |3q “ n

nodes, any Opn1{3´εq approximation for the BNE instance will imply an Op|V |1´3εq

approximation for the maximum independent set of the graph G “ pV,Eq.

Consider any two nodes i, j P V that are friends of each other. Recall that all

nodes in the set SiYSj must be colored black. Since |Si| “ |Sj| “ ∆´ 1, each of the

nodes i, j already has an externality of ∆´ 1. Thus, nodes i, j can never be colored

black simultaneously, or else each of them will get an externality of p∆`1q. In other

words, black nodes in V form an independent set in the input graph G “ pV,Eq.
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2.4.1 Bipartite Graphs

In view of the above hardness result on general graphs, we consider the BNE problem

on bipartite graphs. Unfortunately, the next theorem shows that the problem is NP-

hard even on trees.

Theorem 11. It is NP-hard to optimally solve the BNE problem on trees.

Proof. Given an instance of the 3SAT problem with n variables txu andm clauses tcu,

we reduce it to an instance of the BNE problem on tress as follows (See Figure 2.3).

• Set a “ b “ 1, p1 “ 1. Set p2 to be sufficiently large so that ∆ is also sufficiently

large. In particular, any p2 ě 5 will work.

• For each variable x and its negation  x:

– Create the nodes vx and v x.

– Create an edge pvx, v xq of weight 2.

– Create a new set of nodes Λx of cardinality p∆´ 1q.

– Create another new set of nodes Λ̃x of cardinality p∆´ 1q.

– For all u P Λx: Create an edge pu, vxq of weight 1.

– For all u P Λ̃x: Create an edge pu, v xq of weight 1.

• For each clause c:

– Create the nodes qc, rc.

– Create an edge pqc, rcq of weight 2.

– Create two new sets of nodes Q̃c, R̃c, where |Q̃c| “ ∆´3, and |R̃c| “ ∆´1.
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– For all u P Q̃c: Create an edge pu, qcq of weight 1.

– For all u P R̃c: Create an edge pu, rcq of weight 1.

– Create a new set of nodes Sc of size k. Set k ąą m ` n. Let Sc “

ts1c , . . . , s
k
cu.

– For all i P t1, . . . , ku:

∗ Create an edge prc, s
i
cq of weight 1.

∗ Create a new set of nodes T ic of cardinality ∆´ 1.

∗ For all u P T ic : Create an edge pu, sicq of weight 1.

• For all variables x and all clauses c:

– If the literal x belongs to clause c, create the edge pvx, qcq of weight 1. Else

if the literal  x belongs to clause c, create the edge pv x, qcq of weight 1.

Note that the graph constructed above is a tree. An optimal algorithm for the BNE

instance finds a pure Nash equilibrium with maximum number of white nodes. To

complete the proof, we show (Lemmas 12, 15) that the BNE instance has a pure

Nash equilibrium with at least k ˆm white nodes if and only if the 3SAT instance

has a satisfying assignment. Recall that m is the number of clauses, n is the number

of variables, and k ąą m` n.

Lemma 12. If the 3SAT instance has a satisfying assignment, then the BNE instance

has a pure Nash equilibrium with at least k ˆm white nodes.

Proof. Note the satisfying assignment for the 3SAT instance, and color the nodes of

the BNE instance as follows.

• For all variables x:
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Figure 2.3: NP-hardness reduction from 3SAT to BNE on trees. Clause c contains
literal x. Each rectangle denotes a set of nodes.

– Color the set of nodes Λx Y Λ̃x as black.

– In the satisfying assignment, if x “ 1, color node vx as black and node

v x as white. Else if x “ 0, color node vx as white and nodes v x as black.

• For all clauses c:

– Color the set of nodes Q̃c Y R̃c YiPt1...ku T
i
c as black.

– Color node rc as black, and node qc as white.

– Color the set of nodes Sc as white.

Verify that the resulting coloring is a pure Nash equilibrium, that is, every black

(resp. white) node has an externality of at most (resp. at least) ∆. Since there are

m clauses, and for each clause c, the set of nodes Sc have been colored white, the

total number of white nodes is at least mˆ k.
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The next observation follows from the fact that a node with weighted degree

(Definition 2) strictly less than ∆ must be colored black in any pure Nash equilibrium.

Observation 2. Consider any pure Nash equilibrium of the BNE instance. For all

variables x, the set of nodes Λx Y Λ̃x must be black. Similarly for all clauses c, the

set of nodes Q̃c Y R̃c YiPt1...ku T
i
c must be black.

Observation 2 states that certain nodes of the BNE instance must be black in

any pure Nash equilibrium. Consequently, all the white nodes must come from the

remaining set V “ Yctrc, qcu Yx tvx, v xu Yc Sc. The first two components, that

is Yctrc, qcu and Yxtvx, v xu, together contain 2pn `mq nodes. Whereas the third

component, that is YcSc, contains km nodes. Overall, there are 2pn`mq`km nodes

in the set V . The next two claims will be crucial in proving Lemma 15.

Claim 13. Consider a pure Nash equilibrium with at least km white nodes. Then

for all clauses c, the node qc must be colored white.

Proof. Suppose for some clause c, the node qc is black. As a result, node rc gets an

externality that is at least ∆ ` 1 (she is friend with tqcu Y R̃c), and she must be

white. It follows that each node sic gets an externality strictly less than ∆ (her only

friends are the set of nodes trcuYT
i
c), and all the nodes in Sc are black. The number

of white nodes, therefore, is upper bounded by |VzSc| “ 2pn `mq ` km ´ k ă km.

The last inequality holds since k ąą m` n, and we get a contradiction.

Claim 14. Suppose for all clauses c, the node qc is colored white. Then for all

variables x, one of the nodes vx, v x is colored white, while the other one is colored

black.

Proof. By Observation 2, the set of nodes Λx Y Λ̃x must be black. Now, if both

the nodes vx and v x are black, then each of them gets an externality of ∆ ` 1, a

contradiction. On the other hand, if both the nodes vx and v x are white, then each
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of them gets an externality of ∆ ´ 1 (since for all the clauses c, node qc is white).

Again we reach a contradiction. Thus, the nodes vx, v x must be assigned different

colors.

Lemma 15. If the BNE instance has a pure Nash equilibrium with at least k ˆm

white nodes, then the 3SAT instance has a satisfying assignment.

Proof. Fix a pure Nash equilibrium with at least km white nodes. A literal denotes

a variable or its negation. Consider any clause c consisting of the disjunction of three

literals l1, l2, l3. Node qc is friend with the set of nodes

tvl1 , vl2 , vl3 , rcu Y Q̃c

The set trcu Y Q̃c contributes exactly ∆´ 1 to the weighted degree (Definition 2) of

node qc. On the other hand, Claim 13 states that the node qc is white. Thus, at least

one of the nodes vl1 , vl2 , vl3 must be black. In other words, every clause c contains a

literal l such that the node vl is black. Further, for all literals l, the nodes vl and v l

get different colors (Claims 13, 14).

Now, consider an assignment for the 3SAT instance where for all literals l, if node

vl is black (resp. white), the value of l is set to 1 (resp. 0). By the arguments outlined

in the previous paragraph, the resulting assignment is consistent (every literal and

its negation gets complementary values) and satisfying (every clause has at least one

literal set to 1). This completes the proof.

On the positive side, we give a 2 approximation for the BNE problem on bipartite

graphs. Given a BNE instance on a bipartite graph with partite-sets L,R and set of

edges E Ď LˆR, the algorithm described in Figure 2.4 finds a coloring of the nodes

into black and white. We show that the output coloring is a pure Nash equilibrium

and approximates maximum revenue by a factor of 2.
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Recall that the weighted degree (Definition 2) of a node i is denoted by Dpiq. For

each node i, Algorithm 2.4 maintains two variables Extpiq and Mpiq. The variable

Extpiq denotes the current externality (Definition 1) of node i. The variable Mpiq

denotes the total weight of the edges node i shares with her friends who are still

uncolored. Initially no node is colored, and we have Extpiq “ 0,Mpiq “ Dpiq for all

nodes i P LYR.

Algorithm 2.4 starts by iteratively coloring the rigid nodes (Definition 16) and

updating the Extpiq,Mpiq variables. When there are no more rigid nodes, let L1

(resp. R1) denote the still uncolored subset of L (resp. R). If |L1| ě |R1|, then all

nodes in the set L1 are colored white and all nodes in the set R1 are colored black.

Else if |L1| ă |R1|, then all nodes in the set L1 are colored black and all nodes in the

set R1 are colored white.

Definition 16. Suppose a subset of the nodes LYR have been colored. An uncolored

node i is called rigid if either Extpiq ą ∆ or Extpiq `Mpiq ă ∆. In the former

(resp. latter) case, node i must be colored white (resp. black) if we cannot change

the colors of the nodes that have already been colored, and the final coloring is to be

a pure Nash equilibrium.

Theorem 17. The GREEDY algorithm is a 2 approximation to BNE on bipartite

graphs.

Proof. Let S “ pL Y RqzpL1 Y R1q be the set of nodes considered rigid during some

iteration of the While loop. Without any loss of generality, assume |L1| ě |R1| (see

Figure 2.4).

In the final coloring, each white (resp. black) node from the set S, by definition,

has an externality of at least (resp. at most) ∆. Now consider a node i P L1. At

the end of the execution of the While loop: node i has Extpiq `Mpiq ą ∆. In
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GREEDY

Input: An instance of BNE problem on bipartite graph pL,R,E Ď LˆRq.
Output: A coloring of the nodes.

For All nodes j: Extpjq Ð 0; Mpjq Ð Dpjq;
While there exists some rigid a uncolored node i

If Extpiq `Mpiq ă ∆ Then Node i is colored black;
For All nodes j adjacent to i: Extpjq Ð Extpjq ` 1; Mpjq ÐMpjq ´ 1;

Else If Extpiq ą ∆ Then Node i is colored white;
For All nodes j adjacent to i: Mpjq ÐMpjq ´ 1;

Let L1 (resp. R1) be the still uncolored subset of L (resp. R);
If |L1| ě |R1| Then all nodes in L1 are colored white and in R1 colored black;
Else If |L1| ă |R1| Then all nodes in L1 are colored black and in R1 colored white;

a See Definition 16

Figure 2.4: Approximation algorithm for the BNE problem on bipartite graphs.

the bipartite graph, all the neighbors of i that are still uncolored belong to the set

R1. In the final coloring, all nodes in the set R1 are black, and node i is white. As

a consequence, node i gets an externality of at least ∆, and plays the best response

in the final coloring. It can be shown similarly that each node j P R1 also plays

best response in the final coloring. Thus, the coloring returned by the algorithm in

Figure 2.4 is a pure Nash equilibrium.

Let RevpSq denote the revenue obtained from the node set S. Every pure Nash

equilibrium will color nodes belonging to the set S exactly the same way as done

by our algorithm, and get the same revenue RevpSq. The revenue obtained from

the remaining set of nodes L1 Y R1, pretending all of them can be colored white,

is upper bounded by p2 ˆ p|L
1| ` |R1|q. But our algorithm gets a revenue at least

p2ˆmaxp|L1|, |R1|q from the set L1YR1. This gives the desired 2 approximation.
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3

Positive Network Externalities and Optimal
Auction Design

3.1 Introduction

There are many goods and services for which the utility of an individual consumer

increases with the number of consumers using the same good or service. This phe-

nomenon is called positive externalities in the economics literature. There have been

extensive studies on various settings of positive externalities in both the economics

and computer science communities. Most of the literature so far has focused on the

cardinality based utility model given by (Katz and Shapiro (1985)), where the utility

of an agent is of the form r ` vpyq ´ p. Here r is the agent’s intrinsic type, i.e.,

her private information about the good. The quantity y is the number of agents

using the good; v is an non-decreasing function that measures the externalities by

the number of agents using the good; p is the price for the good. Such a model of

externality is motivated by several factors:

• The physical effect of the number of buyers on the quality of the good. For

example choosing a telephone network over other competing brands depends
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on the number of users each network has.

• An indirect effect that gives rise to consumption externalities. For example the

amount of software available in different operating systems is a function of the

number of people using them.

• More generally the availability and quality of post-purchase services depend on

the size of the community using the good.

3.1.1 Value Based Externality Model

The cardinality based externality model discussed above assumes the externality

leads to an additive increase in value depending on the number of users who obtain

service. This implicitly assumes agents are identical in terms of how much they

influence each other. In several scenarios, the extent to which agents affect each

other is itself a function of their intrinsic value for the good. This motivates us to

introduce the value based externality model. Recall that the agents are unit demand.

Given the agents’ intrinsic types tsiu, suppose the set of agents winning the item is

W . Then, the valuation for agent i P W is vipsi,W q “ hipsiq `
ř

jPW j‰i gijpsjq. On

the other hand, for i R W , we have vipsi,W q “ 0. As we mentioned in Chapter 1,

the functions hi and gij are non-negative and non-decreasing.

We reviewed the seminal work (Myerson (1981)) in Chapter 1. However Myerson

Auction does not directly apply to the value-based externalities model, since a bid-

der’s value also depends on her neighbor’s private information. We therefore assume

an agent’s type (a.k.a. signal) is drawn from a known distribution, and her value is

determined by her own signal, together with her neighbors’ signals. The common

approach when an agent’s value depends not only on her own type but also on others’

types is called the interdependent values setting. The key difference between the in-

terdependent value model and the externalities model is that, in the interdependent
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value model, an agent can influence another agent even when she does not win the

auction. However in the externalities model, an agent can influence another agent

only if both of them win the items. Nevertheless our study is closely related to the

literature of interdependent values, here we mention the most relevant works (Jehiel

and Moldovanu (2001); Créemer and McLean (1985); Perry and Reny (1998); Rough-

garden and Talgam-Cohen (2013); Li (2013); Chawla et al. (2013)). (Roughgarden

and Talgam-Cohen (2013)) develop an analog to the Myerson’s characterization for

interdependent values under a matroid constraint. We show a similar characteri-

zation in the value based utility model. In terms of approximation algorithms, (Li

(2013)) showed a constant approximation for MHR distributions with interdepen-

dent values under a matroid constraint and (Chawla et al. (2013)) generalized this

result to arbitrary distributions building on a result due to (Ronen (2001)). We show

a constant approximation to the externality model when the signals are correlated

using the result in (Chawla et al. (2013)) as a subroutine.

As we mentioned in the previous chapter, the work (Deng and Pekec, 2013) also

studies the optimal mechanism design problem under a different externlity model.

Network externalities effects received much attention in recent years. These mod-

els generalize the classical model of (Katz and Shapiro (1985)), the value of player

is her intrinsic value plus a function of the total number of winners. The work of

(Hartline et al. (2008b); Bhalgat et al. (2012); Akhlaghpour et al. (2010a); Feld-

man et al. (2013); Haghpanah et al. (2013)) extends this model to the setting where

agents are located in a network, and derive utility from the set of winners in their

neighborhood. However, in all this work, the externality function only takes the

identity of the winners into account, and does not take the types (signals) of the

neighbors into account. In particular, the work of (Haghpanah et al. (2013)) con-

sidered two interesting valuation functions which they call concave externalities and

step-function externalities. In concave externalities, the value of an agent is a func-
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tion of the set of the neighboring winners; in step-function externalities, the value of

an agent is her own type if she and one of her neighbors win at the same time. Under

their valuation model they studied the near optimal Bayesian incentive compatible

mechanisms. We depart from this literature in considering the setting where the

externality depends on the signals of the winning agents, and not just their iden-

tities. As mentioned before, with type-dependent externality, the valuation of an

agent becomes multi-dimensional (depending on the types of other agents).

We finally note that in the ex-interim setting, the Bayesian optimal mechanism

can be designed in polynomial time using the techniques in (Cai et al. (2012); Bhalgat

et al. (2013)), even when the agents’ signals are correlated. Similarly, for independent

signals, it is not too hard to compute a constant approximation using techniques such

as those used in (Hartline et al. (2008b); Haghpanah et al. (2013)); the hard part is

to obtain an optimal auction.

3.2 Preliminaries

We consider unconstrained environments, where the auctioneer can serve any subset

of the agents simultaneously. As mentioned before, in our setting there are n unit-

demand agents, and an unlimited supply of a homogeneous item.

Player types. An agent’s type stands for all the private information about the good

that is available to the agent. We denote bidder i’s type by si. We call s “

ps1, s2, . . . , snq the signal profile of all the bidders. And we denote ps1i, s´iq as the

signal profile when we change bidder i’s signal from si to s1i and keep signals of all

other bidders the same.

As in the optimal auction design literature, we assume that the signals s is drawn

from a known distribution with probability density function (PDF) f . In Section 3.4

the distribution is a product distribution over the bidders, and is regular. In Sec-
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tion 3.5 we allow the distribution to be general and possibly correlated across bidders.

We denote the marginal PDF and CDF of bidder i as fipsi|s´iq and Fipsi|s´iq respec-

tively, where we drop s´i if the marginals are independent. For analytic convenience,

we assume the type space is continuous unless otherwise stated; our results easily

extend to discrete type spaces.

Player values. As mentioned in the introduction, given an unconstrained environ-

ment and a signal profile s, when the winning set is W the valuation for a winning

agent i P W is vipsi,W q “ hipsiq `
ř

jPW j‰i gijpsjq. If i does not win, i R W , we

have vipsi,W q “ 0. The functions hi and gij are non-negative and non-decreasing.

Auction. An auction or a mechanism is specified by an allocation rule x and a

payment rule p. We allow the mechanisms to be randomized, so that when the

reported signal profile is s, we denote xipsq the probability that agent i wins. Denote

pipsq as the payment of agent i. The utility of an agent is her value minus her

payment. An auction is deterministic if xipsq only takes value 0 or 1. Denote yi,jpsq

the probability that both agent i and j win.

Solution Concepts. We focus on ex post incentive compatible (IC) and ex post in-

dividual rational (IR) auctions. There are three popular notions of equilibria. We

focus on ex post IC and IR mechanisms. We denote W1 the winning set when agent

i tells the truth si, and W2 is the winning set when she misreports s1i. An auction is

Ex post IC if for all agents i, reported signal profiles s,

xipsqvps,W1q ´ pipsq ě xps1i, s´iqvps,W2q ´ pips
1
i, s´iq

Note that this solution concept is defined agnostic to the prior distribution, which

may not even be common knowledge. Ex post individually rational (IR) means that
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the agents do not receive negative utility, so that the condition xipsqvps,W1q´pipsq ě

0 always holds.

The ex post IC conditions assume that the other agents are utility maximizers.

In other words they will report truthfully. A stronger solution concept is dominant

strategy proofness. This solution concept does not make any assumption on the

behavior of the other agents.

Optimal Auction Design. The total expected revenue of an auction is Esr
ř

i pipsqs.

The expectation is taken over all the possible signal profile s, according to the dis-

tribution with PDF f , as well as the randomness introduced by the mechanism. We

focus on achieving optimal expected revenue when s is drawn from independent regu-

lar distributions and near optimal expected revenue when s is drawn from correlated

distributions.

3.3 Characterization of Ex-Post Mechanisms

In this section we develop a characterization of ex post IC and IR mechanisms for

the value based utility model. We note that this characterization holds for both

independent and correlated distributions over the signal profile.

Theorem 18 (characterization). A (possibly randomized) mechanism is ex Post IC

IR if and only if it satisfies the following two conditions:

1. (Monotonicity) xipsq ď xips
1q for all s “ psi, s´iq and s1 “ ps1i, s´iq where

si ă s1i;

2. (Payment Identity) Fixing the signals of the other agents, the expected pay-

ment of agent i is

pipsq “ hpsiqxipsq ´

ż si

0

h1pzqpxipz, s´iqqdz `
ÿ

j‰i

gpsjqyijpsq
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Proof. We focus on agent i and drop the subscripts in hipsiq and gijpsjq. Consider

any ex-post IC and IR mechanism. The IC conditions imply:

hpsiq ¨ xipsq `
ÿ

j‰i

gpsjq ¨ yijpsq ´ pipsq ě hpsiq ¨ xips
1
q `

ÿ

j‰i

gpsjq ¨ yijps
1
q ´ pips

1
q

hps1iq ¨ xips
1
q `

ÿ

j‰i

gpsjq ¨ yijps
1
q ´ pips

1
q ě hps1iq ¨ xipsq `

ÿ

j‰i

gpsjq ¨ yijpsq ´ pipsq

From these two inequalities it is easy to derive that:

xipsqphpsiqq ´ hps
1
iqq ě xips

1
qphpsiq ´ hps

1
iqq

Therefore xipsq ď xips
1q since si ď s1i, showing monotonicity.

The above two inequalities imply:

ÿ

j‰i

pyijps
1
q ´ yijpsqqgpsjq ` pxips

1
q ´ xipsqqhpsiq

ď pips
1
q ´ pipsq ď

ÿ

j‰i

pyijps
1
q ´ yijpsqqgpsjq ` pxips

1
q ´ xipsqqhps

1
iq

Since we assumed the type space is continuous, we have:

dpipsq

dsi
“
d
ř

j‰i gpsjqyijpsq

dsi
` hpsiq

dxipsq

dsi

Taking the integral, we have:

pipsq “ pip0, s´iq `

ż si

0

gpsjq d
ÿ

j‰i

yijpz, s´iq `

ż si

0

hpzq dxipz, s´iq

“ hpsiqxipsqq ´

ż si

0

h1pzqxipz, s´iqqdz `
ÿ

j‰i

gpsjqyijpsq

The second equality is true because we assume i pays 0 when she reports 0. This

shows that the payment identity holds.
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Suppose a mechanism satisfies monotonicity and the payment identity. Plugging

in the payment identity into the ex post IC condition, we need to show:

xips
1
i, s´iqphps

1
iq ´ hpsiqq ě

ż s1i

si

h1pzqxipz, s´iqdz

The monotonicity condition now implies the above inequality directly. This shows

that any mechanism that satisfies monotonicity and the payment identity is ex-post

IC and IR.

3.4 Optimal Mechanism for Independent, Regular Signals

Using the characterization developed so far, we design an optimal auction when

the distributions of the agents’ signals are independent and regular. We show that

the payment identity implies we can perform optimization for each signal profile

individually. For each signal profile, the resulting problem is a densest subgraph

problem, which has an optimal solution computable in polynomial time (Charikar

(2000)). However, in order to preserve monotonicity, we need a densest subgraph

with a specific property, that we term the minimum densest subgraph. We show that

even this solution is poly-time computable, which yields the desired mechanism.

Definition 19. Let fi and Fi denote the PDF and CDF of the distribution of si,

which are assumed to be independent for different i. We define ϕipsiq “ hipsiq ´

1´Fipsiq
fipsiq

h1ipsiq. We say ϕipsiq is the virtual value for agent i when she reports si. A

distribution is said to be regular if when si ě s1i, then ϕipsiq ě ϕips
1
iq.

3.4.1 Revenue Expression

Lemma 20. Fixing s´i, the expected payment of agent i is Esirpipsqs “ Esirϕipsiqxipsq`
ř

i‰j yijpsqgijpsjqs.
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Proof. Since we fix s´i we replace xipsq, pipsq and yijpsq by xipsiq, pipsiq and yijpsiq

in this proof. By Theorem 18,

Esirpipsiqs “

ż h

z“0

pipzqfpzqdz

“

ż h

z“0

pxipzqhipzq ´

ż z

b“0

h1ipbqxpbqdb`
ÿ

i‰j

yijpszqgijpsjqqfpzqdz

By integration by parts and changing the order of integration of the second term:

ż h

z“0

xipzqhipzqfpzqdz ´

ż h

b“0

xipbq

ż h

z“b

fpzqdzh1ipbqdb`

ż h

z“0

ÿ

i‰j

yijpszqgijpsjqfpzqdz

Renaming the variables, we get:

Esirpipsiqs “

ż h

z“0

xipzqhipzqfpzqdz ´

ż h

z“0

xipzqr1´ F pzqsh
1
ipzqdz

`

ż h

z“0

ÿ

i‰j

yijpszqgijpsjqfpzqdz

“

ż h

z“0

ϕipsiqxipzqfpzqdz `

ż h

z“0

ÿ

i‰j

yijpszqgijpsjqfpzqdz

“ Esirϕipsiqxipsq `
ÿ

i‰j

yijpsqgijpsjqs

Corollary 21. The expected revenue of an ex post IC and IR mechanism is EsrRevs “

Esr
řn
i ϕipsiqxipsq `

ř

i‰jpgijpsjq ` gjipsiqqyijpsqs

We call the sum in the expectation virtual surplus.
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3.4.2 Linear Program

We call following linear program as the linear program for signal profile s.

maximize
n
ÿ

i“1

ϕipsiqxi `
ÿ

i‰j

pgjipsiq ` gijpsjqqyij

subject to xi ě yij , i ‰ j

xj ě yij , i ‰ j

0 ď xi ď 1 , @i

Lemma 22. The optimal value of the linear program for signal profile s is an upper

bound on the optimal expected revenue from any ex post IC IR mechanism.

Proof. Take any ex post IC IR mechanism and set the linear program variables

according to the allocation rules of the mechanism. We can easily see the linear

program constraints are satisfied. By Corollary 21 we have that objective of the

linear program is the expected revenue of the mechanism. Therefore the optimal

value of the linear program for signal profile s is an upper bound for the optimal

expected revenue from any ex post IC IR mechanisms.

The linear program for signal profile s encodes a relaxation of the densest sub-

graph problem (see Charikar (2000)), which we define below.

Densest Subgraph Problem. Let G “ pV,Eq be an weighted undirected graph, and let

S “ pVS, ESq be a subgraph of G. We define the density to be the sum of the weights

induced by S. The densest subgraph problem asks to find the subgraph S which

maximizes the density. Note that there are different definitions of density in the

literature. In a LP relaxation of the densest subgraph problem, we have a variable

xi for vertex i, which is 1 if i belongs to the solution, and a variable yij for edge
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pi, jq if both i and j are in the solution. The constraints are exactly those in the LP

written above. We can therefore view the LP for signal profile s as solving a densest

subgraph problem on the agents.

Lemma 23. Charikar (2000) The linear program relaxation for densest subgraph

problem has an optimal integral solution which can be found in polynomial time.

Proof. Take an fractional optimal solution to the above linear program x̂i, ŷij with

optimal value v. Choose a number r P r0, 1s. We call Vr “ ti : xi ě ru and

Er “ tpijq : yij ě ru. Round xi for all i P Vr to 1, and set all other xi to 0. It

is easy to see that yij “ 1 if and only if pijq P Er, since yij “ mintxi, xju. Define

function fprq “
ř

iPVr
ϕipsiq`

ř

pi,jqPEr
pgjipsiq` gijpsjqq. We have that

ş1

r“0
fprqdr “

řn
i“1 ϕipsiqx̂i `

ř

i‰jpgjipsiq ` gijpsjqqŷij “ v. Therefore there must be at least one r

such that fprq ě v. In other words the LP has an integral optimal solution. To find

the right r one need only to look for all distinct Vr sets. Note that there are at most

n such sets. For details please see (Charikar (2000)).

Definition 24. We call the winning set found by the integral optimal solution (with

optimal value v) found in Lemma 23 as a densest subgraph. Among all densest

subgraphs let Vr be the set that has the smallest cardinality. We say that Vrpsq is the

minimum densest subgraph with density v for signal profile s.

Lemma 25. The minimum densest subgraph can be computed in polynomial time.

Proof. Let G denote the original problem instance. Denote d be any number that

is smaller than the difference between the optimal solution to G, and the solution

with next highest density. Add a term ´ε
řn
i“1 xi to the objective function in the

linear program, where ε “ d{n2. Modify this instance to G1 where we subtract ε from

the weights on all the vertices. By our choice of ε, it is easy to see that the densest

subgraphs for G and G1 differs at most d{n. Therefore the densest subgraph for
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instance G1 can only be selected from the integral solutions for G. The modified LP

finds the optimal integral solution for G1, hence it computes the minimum cardinality

solution to instance G.

Lemma 26. For any signal profile s and agent i, if agent i belong to the minimum

densest subgraph Vrpsq, fixing s´i, if agent i increases her signal to s1i ą si, and

denote the new signal profile s1. Then in the new instance, i P Vrps
1q.

Proof. First, the minimum densest subgraph Vrpsq is unique for any signal profile s.

Suppose not. Let there be Vr ‰ V 1r , and denote the induced edge sets Er and E 1r.

Suppose that

ÿ

iPVr

ϕipsiq `
ÿ

pi,jqPEr

pgjipsiq ` gijpsjqq “
ÿ

iPV 1r

ϕipsiq `
ÿ

pi,jqPE1r

pgjipsiq ` gijpsjqq “ v

It is easy to see that since gjipsiq ě 0 @i, j, we have

ÿ

iPVrYV 1r

ϕipsiq `
ÿ

pi,jqPErYE1r

pgjipsiq ` gijpsjqq ą v

unless
ÿ

iPVr´V 1r

ϕipsiq `
ÿ

pi,jqPEr´E1r

pgjipsiq ` gijpsjqq “ 0

However it contradicts the fact that both Vr and V 1r are minimum densest subgraphs.

Next, denote ϕ1jpsjq the new virtual value for agent j when i increased her signal.

Note that ϕ1jpsjq “ ϕjpsjq @j ‰ i since the signals are independent, and ϕipsiq ď

ϕ1ipsiq by regularity. Suppose i P Vrpsq but i R Vrps
1q, we have that:
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ÿ

jPVrps1q

ϕ1jpsjq `
ÿ

pj,kqPErps1q

pgkjpsjq ` gjkpskqq

ě
ÿ

jPVrpsq

ϕ1jpsjq `
ÿ

pj,kqPErpsq

pgkjpsjq ` gjkpskqq

ě
ÿ

jPVrpsq

ϕjpsjq `
ÿ

pj,kqPErpsq

pgkjpsjq ` gjkpskqq

ě
ÿ

jPVrps1q

ϕjpsjq `
ÿ

pj,kqPErps1q

pgkjpsjq ` gjkpskqq

“
ÿ

jPVrps1q

ϕ1jpsjq `
ÿ

pj,kqPErps1q

pgkjpsjq ` gjkpskqq

The last equality holds because by our assumption, i R Vrps
1q and the fact that

ϕ1jpsjq “ ϕjpsjq @j ‰ i. This implies Vrpsq and Vrps
1q are two distinct minimum

densest subgraphs for signal profile s. This contradicts the fact that the minimum

densest subgraph is unique for any input s. This completes the proof.

Algorithm 1: Mechanism 1 for Independent Signals

1. Ask for the signal profile s “ ps1, s2, . . . , snq.
2. Compute the ϕ virtual values based on s.
3. Solve the linear program for signal profile s. Calculate the threshold
signals(corollary 27).
4. Allocate according to the minimal densest subgraph Vrpsq, and make
payments pi “ vipps

˚
i , s´iq, Vrpsqq where s˚i is the threshold signal and Vrpsq is

the minimum densest subgraph for signal profile s.

Our mechanism is illustrated in Mechanism 1. We now show several properties of

this mechanism. First, as a corollary of Lemma 26, we have that if we maximize the

objective in the above linear program by choosing the minimum densest subgraph

for all signal profiles s, then if an agent i increases her signal, her allocation is non-

decreasing. Therefore, the allocation rule in Mechanism 1 satisfies the monotonicity

condition in Theorem 18.
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Fixing the signal profile s´i, to calculate the correct payment for agent i we have

to compute the minimum signal s˚i for agent i for her to be selected by the minimum

densest subgraph. As a direct consequence of Lemma 26, we have the following

corollary.

Claim 27. Fixing s´i the threshold signal s˚i for which agent i remains in the min-

imum densest subgraph can be computed in polynomial time.

Proof. By lemma 26 we can use binary search to find the minimum s˚i so that agent

i remains in the minimum densest subgraph in at most Oplog hq linear programming

computations where h is the maximum possible value for any signals.

Putting all this together, we have the following theorem. As a corollary, we also

observe that the optimal mechanism is also deterministic.

Theorem 28. Mechanism 1 is ex post IC and IR, polynomial time computable, and

it achieves optimal expected revenue among all ex post mechanisms when the signal

profile s is drawn from a regular product distribution.

3.5 Mechanisms for Correlated Signals

In this section we present ex post mechanisms when the signals of the agents are

correlated. When the signals are correlated, Cremer and McLean (1988) showed

one can extract essentially all the welfare as revenue under the assumption that the

agents are only rational in the Bayesian sense. In other words their expected utility

are non-negative. We requre that the agents are ex post rational. Thus the agents

will never receive negative utility in all the outcomes of the mechanism.

For small type spaces, this mechanism is optimal, while it is an approximation

algorithm for implicitly specified type spaces. We use the conditional virtual values

as defined in Roughgarden and Talgam-Cohen (2013).
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Definition 29. Roughgarden and Talgam-Cohen (2013) For correlated signals, we

define

ϕipsi|s´iq “ hipsiq ´
1´ Fipsi|s´iq

fipsi|s´iq
h1ipsiq

as the conditional virtual value for agent i when she reports si. As before, we call

the sum of the conditional virtual values together with the externalities the virtual

surplus.

Using Theorem 18, we have the following lemma, whose proof is identical to

Lemma 20.

Lemma 30. Fixing s´i the expected payment of agent i is

Epsi|s´iqrpips|s´iqs “ Epsi|s´iqrϕipsi|s´iqxipsq `
ÿ

j‰i

yijpsqgijpsjqs

Here, xipsq is the probability that agent i gets the item when the signal profile is

s; and yijpsq is the corresponding probability that both agents i and j get the item.

Therefore, the expected revenue of an ex post IC and IR mechanism with correlated

signals is

ErRevs “ Er
n
ÿ

i

ϕipsi|s´iqxipsq `
ÿ

i‰j

pgijpsjq ` gjipsiqqyijpsqs

The approach in the previous section does not extend to correlated signals. Since

when a winning agent increases her signal, the conditional virtual values for the other

agents in the winning set also change. As a result, the agent can be rule out from

the new optimal winning set. Nevertheless we can develop optimal and near optimal

ex post IC IR mechanisms below.

Definition 31. For signal profile s we define the auction Hpsq to be the auction in

which each agent’s value is simply hipsiq. We denote RevpHpsqq the optimal expected

ex post revenue for auction Hpsq. Let Gpsq “
ř

i‰jpgijpsjq ` gjipsiqq.
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3.5.1 Optimal Mechanism for Constant Number of Bidders

We now present an optimal mechanism that runs in polynomial time under the

following assumptions. Bidder i’s signal si P Qi “ t0, 1, 2, . . . , Riu, and let T “

ˆni“1Qi denote the joint type space, that has size OpRnq, where R “ maxiRi. We

assume n is constant, so that |T | “ OpRnq is poly-bounded. We assume fpsq ą 0

for all s P T . The definition of conditional virtual value (Def. 29) easily extends to

such discrete spaces. Using the revenue formula, Lemma 30, and the monotonicity

characterization Theorem 18, it is easy to check that the following integer program

encodes the optimal mechanism.

Maximize EsPT

»

–

ÿ

i

ϕipsi|s´iqxipsq `
ÿ

pijq,i‰j

yijpsqpgijpsjq ` gjipsiqq

fi

fl

xipsq ě yijpsq @i, j, s P T
xjpsq ě yijpsq @i, j, s P T

xipsi, s´iq ě xips
1
i, s´iq @i, s´i, R ě si ě s1i ě 0

xipsq, yijpsq P t0, 1u @i, j, s P T

Here, the third set of constraints encodes monotonicity; the first and second set

of constraints simply encodes that agents obtain externality from each other only

if they both receive the item. We relax the final constraints so that the variables

are real values in r0, 1s. Since the support of the signals, |T |, is polynomial size,

the above LP has polynomial size and can be solved in polynomial time. Using the

same technique as in the proof of Lemma 23, we choose an r uniformly at random

in r0, 1s. For every variable, if its value is at least r, we set that variable to 1, else

we set it to 0. It is easy to check that the resulting integer solution satisfies all the

constraints, and its objective is the same as the LP in expectation. Hence, we have

a valid mechanism that satisfies monotonicity, and whose expected revenue has the
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same as the LP solution. We omit the details, and note that with some technical

work, this result also extends to arbitrary discrete type spaces with poly-bounded

support.

As a consequence, since the above LP has an integral optimum solution, we have

the following.

Theorem 32. For the value based utility model, there is no gap between the expected

revenue of the optimal deterministic and randomized mechanisms.

3.5.2 Approximation Algorithm for the General Case

We now present an approximation algorithm when there are polynomially many bid-

ders, and the type space of the signals is continuous. We use the VCG-L mechanism

of Chawla et al. (2013) as a subroutine.

Algorithm 2: Mechanism 2 for Correlated Signals

1. Run the mechanism that yields higher expected revenue (over all signal
profiles).
2. Either allocate to all agents and charge each agent i

ř

j‰i gijpsjq; or

3. Run the V CG´ L Chawla et al. (2013) auction for correlated private
values on Hpsq.

Note that for items with unlimited supply, the V CG´L auction simply offers each

agent a posted price which is the conditional monopoly price for that agents’ marginal

distribution, given the signals of the other agents. For the sake of completeness, we

state the result of Chawla et al. (2013).

Theorem 33. Chawla et al. (2013) The V CG´L auction with conditional monopoly

reserves obtains at least half of the optimal revenue under a matroid feasibility con-

straint when the agent have correlated private values.

Lemma 34. The optimal expected ex post revenue for correlated signal profile s is

at most RevpHpsqq `Gpsq.
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Proof. For any signal profile s, let M be any ex post IC IR mechanism for valuations

which externalities. Denote M ’s allocation rule and payment rule by px, pq. We

can construct a mechanism for auction Hpsq by keeping the allocation rule of M

exactly the same and let the winning set be W . Subtract the externalities from

the payments of all winning agents in M , that is the new payment for any winning

agent i in Hpsq is p1i “ pi ´
ř

j‰i, jPW gi,jpsjq. We call the new mechanism M 1. By

Theorem 18, p1i “ hps˚i q ď hpsiq. Therefore M 1 is ex post IR for Hpsq. On the

other hand it is also easy to see M 1 is ex post IC for Hpsq since M 1 satisfies the two

conditions in Theorem 18 for the auction Hpsq with zero externality. We denote the

expected payment from M 1 by Esr
ř

i p
1
ipsqs and the expected payment from M by

Esr
ř

i pipsqs . Therefore by definition of RevpHpsqq,we have Esr
ř

i pipsqs ´ Gpsq ď

Esr
ř

i pipsqs ´
ř

pi,jq,j‰i,i,jPW pgi,jpsjq ` gj,ipsiqq “ Esr
ř

i p
1
ipsqs ď RevpHpsqq since

Gpsq is an upper bound on the amount of externality subtracted. Therefore we have

Esr
ř

i pipsqs ´Gpsq ď RevpHpsqq.

Theorem 35. Mechanism 2 is ex post IC IR, and a 4 approximation to the expec-

tation of the optimal ex post revenue.

Proof. We first observe that mechanism 2 is ex post IC and IR. It takes the bet-

ter of two deterministic ex post IC IR mechanisms. By Lemma 34, the optimal

expected revenue is upper bounded RevpHpsqq ` Gpsq. If step 2 is used, the rev-

enue is REV1 “
ř

i‰jpgi,jpsjq ` gj,ipsiqq “ Gpsq. If step 3 is used, by Theorem 33

we have the revenue REV2 ě RevpHpsqq. Overall we have the expected revenue

REV “ maxpREV1, REV2q ě 1{4EsrpGpsq `RevpHpsqqqs.
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4

Constant-Competitive Prior-Free Auction with
Ordered Bidders

4.1 Introduction

We consider the problem of designing truthful auctions that generate good revenue.

There are multiple bidders interested in purchasing some items that are being auc-

tioned. Typically, the auction consists of two steps. First, the bidders disclose their

private valuations. Next, depending on this input, the items are allocated and every

bidder is charged a price. An interesting aspect of this problem is that a bidder is

driven by her own selfish interest. As a result, she might misreport her valuation

while trying to manipulate the scheme to her advantage. An auction is truthful if it is

robust to such manipulations. We want to design a truthful auction that maximizes

the revenue - the sum of the payments made by the bidders.

It is easy to see that even for the case of a single item and single bidder, there is no

truthful auction that gives good revenue on every input. This motivates the Bayesian

approach to Auction Theory: Assume that the private valuation of each bidder is

drawn from a publicly known prior distribution, and design a truthful auction that
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maximizes the expected revenue. Here, the expectation is over the priors of all the

bidders, and the random choices made by the auctioneer.

This Bayesian approach can be justified from two different standpoints. (1) A

prior distribution can be interpreted as a third person’s uncertain belief over the

private type of the bidder. (2) Alternately, we can think of a prior to be the aver-

age case scenario, when the same scheme is executed in multiple occasions and the

bidder’s type might change over time. However we are not able to learn about the

exact prior. We still want to use the information the agents revealed previously in

the future rounds. This latter framework leads to the concept of prior-free auctions,

as described below.

If the prior distributions are meant to capture the average case, then ideally,

our auction should not be sensitive to these priors. Instead, the auction’s revenue

should be competitive against some appropriate benchmark, instance by instance.

To complete the picture, we should guarantee that in expectation over the priors,

the benchmark is close to the optimal Bayesian revenue. This will imply that our

auction is prior-free, and it still performs well on the average.

As mentioned in Chapter 1, we improve upon the work of (Leonardi and Rough-

garden (2012)), by giving the first truthful prior-free auction that is constant com-

petitive against the monotone-price benchmark M.

4.2 Preliminaries

There are a set I “ t1, . . . , nu of unit-demand bidders, and an indivisible item which

is available in unlimited supply. Bidder i P I has a private valuation vi for the item.

The notation V “ pv1, . . . , vnq represents the valuation-profile of the bidders.

In an auction, the bidders first disclose their valuations. We use the symbol bi

for the reported valuation of bidder i P I, which is called her “bid”. Depending on

the input bid-vector b “ pb1, . . . , bnq, the auctioneer allocates the items and every
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bidder is charged a price.

Let Xipbq P t0, 1u be the indicator variable corresponding to the allocation of

bidder i P I, and let pipbq denote her payment. The auctioneer’s revenue is equal to
ř

iPI pipbq.

The utility of bidder i P I is uipbq “ vi ¨Xipbq´pipbq. The notation b´i represents

the profile of all bids except that of bidder i P I. In a truthful auction, we have:

uipb´i, viq ě max t0, uipb´i, biqu for all i,b´i, bi, vi.

In other words, an auction is truthful iff no bidder can gain in utility by misreporting

her valuation.

A randomized auction is a probability distribution over deterministic auctions.

It is truthful iff all the deterministic auctions in its support are truthful.

In this chapter, we only consider truthful auctions. Hence, without any loss of

generality, every bidder’s reported bid coincides with her private valuation, and we

use the notations b and v interchangeably.

For any subset of bidders S Ď I, let b
p2q
S denote the second highest bid in the set

tbi : i P Su. A price vector pS offers the item at price PSpiq to every bidder i P S.

Definition 36. A price vector PS over S Ď I is uniform iff

• For all i, j P S, we have pSpiq “ pSpjq “ q (say).

• Furthermore, we have q ď b
p2q
S .

Definition 37. A price vector pS over S Ď I is monotone iff

• We have PSpiq ď PSpjq whenever i ă j and i, j P S.

• Furthermore, we have maxiPS tPSpiqu ď b
p2q
S .
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Note that the concept of a monotone price vector implies an underlying ordering

of the set of bidders I “ t1, . . . , nu. For ease of notation, we assume that bidder

i P I comes before bidder j P I in this ordering iff i ă j. The prices must respect

this ordering, meaning that if bidder i is offered a price, then it should be lower than

the price offered to every bidder j ą i. In contrast, the valuations of the bidders can

be arbitrary, so that we might have bi ą bj for two bidders j ą i. In other words the

seller makes no assumption on the real values of the agents, but the sellers has to

set the prices for the agents according to a pre-determined orderg. The goal of the

seller is the set the prices in such a way to maximize the expected revenue without

violating the ordering.

In a price vector PS defined over S Ď I, a bidder i P S takes the item iff she gets

nonnegative utility (i.e., iff bi ě PSpiq). Thus, the revenue from pS is given by:

RevpPSq “
ÿ

iPS : biěPSpiq

PSpiq.

We are now ready to define the prior-free revenue-benchmarks.

Definition 38. The uniform-price benchmark FS is the maximum revenue from a

uniform price vector defined over S Ď I.

FS “ max
pS is uniform

RevppSq.

Definition 39. The monotone-price benchmark MS is the maximum revenue from

a monotone price vector defined over S Ď I.

MS “ max
pS is monotone

RevppSq.

In words the monotone-price benchmark is the maximum revenue the seller can

achieve by setting any price vector without violating the pre-determined order.

We will present a truthful auction whose revenue is at least a constant fraction

of the monotone-price benchmark MI .
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4.3 The Auction

Our auction is based on the random partitioning framework. We select a random

subset of bidders A Ď I, use their reported bids to come up with an appropriate

price vector, and then offer the item to the remaining bidders at prices specified by

this price vector. Before proceeding any further, we need to introduce the following

concepts.

Hybrid Auction

Input: Bid-vector b “ pb1, . . . , bnq.

With probability 1{2:
Run a truthful auction that is constant
competitive against the benchmark FI .

With remaining probability, run the following scheme:
Select a uniformly random subset of bidders
A Ď I, and let B “ IzA.

Using dynamic programming, find the discretized
and monotone price vector defined over A that
generates maximum revenue. Let PA be this price
vector, and let PB denote the extension of PA.

For All bidders i P B:
If bi ě PBpiq Then

Allocate one item to bidder i at price PBpiq.
Else

Bidder i gets no item and makes zero payment.

Figure 4.1: A truthful auction that is constant competitive against the monotone
price benchmark MI .

Suppose that we have partitioned the bidders into two subsets S Ď I and T “

IzS. Consider a price vector pS (resp. pT ) defined over the subset S (resp. T ). We
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say that pT is the extension of pS iff for all i P T , we have:

pT piq “

#

maxjPS : jăi pSpjq if tj P S : j ă iu ‰ H;

0 otherwise.
(4.1)

Let Q2 denote the set of prices that are in powers of 2, that is, Q2 “ t2
i : i P Zu. We

say that a price vector pS is discretized iff pSpiq P Q2 for all i P S.

The auction is described in Figure 4.1. With probability 1{2, we run any truthful

auction whose revenue is within a constant fraction of the uniform-price benchmark

FI . With the remaining probability, we run the general scheme: Include every bidder

i P I in subset A with probability 1{2, independently of the other bidders. Next,

find the revenue maximizing discretized monotone price vector pA, and apply the

extension of pA to the bidders in B.

Theorem 40. The Hybrid Auction (see Figure 4.1) is truthful.

Proof. The random subset A Ď I is chosen independently of the input bid-vector b.

If a bidder i P I is included in the subset A, then she gets zero utility. On the other

hand, if she is included in the subset B, then she is offered the item at a price that

is independent of her own bid. The theorem follows.

4.3.1 Revenue Guarantee

To show that the auction in Figure 4.1 is constant competitive against the monotone-

price benchmark MI , we will need the following definitions.

Definition 41. For any price q P Q2 and any integer l ě 0, we say that q is a

level-l-price iff

MI{2
l`1
ă q ďMI{2

l.

Since the upper and lower limits of a level differ by a factor of 2, there is exactly

one level-l-price in Q2. Throughout the rest of this chapter, we will use the notation

ql to denote this unique level-l-price in Q2.
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Definition 42. Consider an ordered pair of bidders i ă j, and the level-l-price

ql P Q2. If both the bidders’ valuations are larger than the price (that is, bi ě ql and

bj ě ql), then we say that pi, j, qlq is a level-l-triple.

The concept of a triple uses the underlying ordering of the set I. Accordingly, a

bidder k P I belongs to the triple pi, j, qlq iff i ď k ď j. A bidder in a triple pi, j, qlq

is winning iff her valuation is larger than the price ql.

Definition 43. The set of winning bidders in a triple pi, j, qlq is defined as:

Wijql “ tk P I : i ď k ď j and bk ě qlu.

We say that a triple is balanced iff its winning bidders are evenly partitioned

among the random subsets A,B.

Definition 44. A triple pi, j, qlq is balanced iff

1

3
ˆ |Wijql | ď |AXWijql | ď

2

3
ˆ |Wijql |.

Finally, we say that a triple is large if it contains sufficiently many winning bid-

ders.

Definition 45. A level-l-triple pi, j, qlq is large iff

|Wijql | ě 288l.

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. In Section 4.3.1, we show that

certain important events occur with constant probability. In Section 4.3.1, we show

that conditioned on these important events, the auction in Figure 4.1 generates good

revenue.
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Important Events

Let E1pbq denote the event that RevppAq ě MI{6. Let E2pl,bq denote the event

that every large level-l-triple is balanced. Define the event E2pbq as follows.

E2pbq “
č

lě24

E2pl,bq (4.2)

We will show that both the events E1pbq and E2pbq occur simultaneously with

probability at least 1{32 (see Theorem 51).

Lemma 46. We have: Pr rE1pbqs ě 1
16
.

Proof. Leonardi et al. showed that MA ěMI{3 with probability at least 1{16 (see

Lemma 3.2 in ()). Since pA is the discretized monotone price vector with maximum

revenue, we have RevppAq ěMA{2. The lemma follows.

Claim 47. For every integer l ě 0, the number of level-l-triples is at most 22l`2.

Proof. Consider a bidder k whose valuation bk is at least ql. Since ql ąMI{2
l`1, we

infer that bk ąMI{2
l`1. Thus, there are at most 2l`1 such bidders. Since a level-l-

triple pi, j, qlq is uniquely determined by two bidders i ă j having valuations at least

ql, it is easy to see that there can be at most p2l`1q2 “ 22l`2 level-l-triples.

We will use the following version of the Chernoff bound(Motwani and Raghavan

(1995)).

Theorem 48. Let T1, . . . , Tm be i.i.d random variables such that Ti P t0, 1u for

all i P t1, . . . ,mu. Define their sum as T “
řm
i“1 Ti, and let µ “ ErT s. For all

0 ă δ ă 1:

Prrp1´ δqµ ď T ď p1` δqµs ě 1´ 2ˆ exp

ˆ

´
µδ2

4

˙

.
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Claim 49. We have:

PrrE2pl,bqs ě 1´ 1{2l, for all l ě 3.

Proof. Fix any large level-l-triple pi, j, qlq. By definition, the number of winning

bidders in pi, j, qlq is at least 288l. Since each of these bidders is included in the

set A independently and uniformly at random, Theorem 48 implies that the triple

pi, j, qlq is not balanced with probability at most 2{e4l. By Claim 47, there are at most

22l`2 level-l-triples. Applying union bound, the probability that some level-l-triple

is not balanced is at most 22l`2 ˆ 2{e4l ď 1{2l, for l ě 3.

Lemma 50. We have: PrrE2pbqs ě 31{32.

Proof. Applying union-bound, we infer that

1´ PrrE2pbqs ď
ÿ

lě24

p1´ PrrE2pl,bqsq ď
ÿ

lě24

1

2l
ď

1

32
.

Theorem 51. We have: PrrE1pbq X E2pbqs ě 1{32.

Proof. Follows from applying union bound on Lemma 46 and Lemma 50.

Main Analysis

Under the monotone price vector PA, let Al Ď A denote the subset of bidders who

take the item at the level-l-price ql.

Al “ ti P A : bi ě PApiq, and PApiq “ qlu.

Note that Al respects the ordering of the set of bidders I “ t1, . . . , nu. Specifically,

if we have three bidders i ă j ă k such that (a) i, j, k P A, (b) each of them has a

valuation at least ql, and (c) i, k P Al; then we must have that j P Al.
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Let RevppA, lq denote the contribution towards RevppAq by the bidders in Al.

Accordingly, we get:

RevppA, lq “ |Al| ˆ ql, and RevppAq “
ÿ

lě0

RevppA, lq.

Definition 52. A level l is good w.r.t. PA iff l ě 24 and |Al| ě 288l; otherwise the

level is bad.

The next claim implies that all the bad levels l ě 24 contribute relatively little

towards RevppAq.

Claim 53. We have:

ÿ

lě24 : l is bad

RevppA, lq ď
1

18
ˆMI .

Proof. Consider any level l ě 24 that is bad. Since |Al| ă 288l and the level-l-price

in PA is at most MI{2
l, we have:

RevppA, lq “ |Al| ˆ ql ă
288l

2l
ˆMI .

Summing over all such levels, we get

ÿ

lě24 : l is bad

RevppA, lq ď
ÿ

lě24

288l

2l
ˆMI

ď
ÿ

lě24

1

2l{2
ˆMI

ď
1

18
ˆMI .

Now, we are ready to prove the revenue guarantee.
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Theorem 54. The expected revenue of the Hybrid Auction (see Figure 4.1) is within

a constant factor of the monotone-price benchmark MI.

Proof. We will consider two mutually exclusive and exhaustive cases. We will show

that in the first (resp. second) case, the expected revenue of our auction is at least

1{4320 (resp. 1{2304) times the benchmark MI .

Case 1 432ˆ FI ěMI .

With probability 1{2, we execute the auction of Goldberg et al.(Goldberg et al.

(2006)), which is 5 competitive against the benchmark FI . Hence, the expected

revenue of our auction scheme is at least FI{p2ˆ5q, which in turn, is lower bounded

by MI{4320.

Case 2 432ˆ FI ăMI .

We first claim:

23
ÿ

l“0

RevppA, lq ďMI{18 (4.3)

For the sake of contradiction, suppose that the above equation is not true. In that

case, there is some level l˚ P r0, 23s with RevppA, l
˚q “ |Al˚ | ˆ ql˚ ąMI{p18ˆ 24q.

Now, consider the price vector P1
I which offers the item at price ql˚ to every

bidder: We have P1
Ipiq “ ql˚ for all i P I. Since PA is a monotone price vector and

Al˚ is non-empty, there are at least two bidders in A whose bids are lower bounded

by ql˚ . Hence, the price vector P1
I is uniform, and we get:

FI ě Revpp1Iq ě RevppA, l
˚
q ěMI{p18ˆ 24q.

This contradicts our assumption that 432 ˆ FI ă MI . Accordingly, we infer that

equation (4.3) must be true.
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Next, note that conditioned on the event E1pbq, we have

RevppAq ě
1

6
MI (4.4)

From equations (4.3), (4.4) and Claim 53, it follows that

Under event E1pbq,
ÿ

l is good

RevppA, lq ě
1

18
MI (4.5)

For the rest of the proof, condition on the event E1pbq X E2pbq.

Consider any good level l. Let the first (resp. last) bidder in Al be denoted by

i (resp. j): For all k P Al, we have i ď k ď j. Since PApiq “ PApjq “ ql and

vi, vj ě ql, we infer that pi, j, qlq constitute a level-l-triple. The number of winning

bidders in this triple is at least |Al|. Since |Al| ě 288l, the triple pi, j, qlq is large.

Since the level l is good, we have l ě 24.

By definition, the triple pi, j, qlq is balanced under the event E1pbq X E2pbq. In

other words, at least one third of its winning bidders are assigned to the set B. Thus,

we get:

|Wijql XB| ě
1

2
|Wijql X A|.

Furthermore, since the price vector pB is the extension of pA, we have PBpkq “ ql for

all bidder k P Wijql XB. Hence, the contribution towards RevppBq by such bidders

is at least RevppA, lq{2. Summing over all good levels, we conclude:

RevppBq ě
1

2
ˆ

ÿ

l is good

RevppA, lq ě
1

36
ˆMI .

The second inequality follows from equation (4.5).

To summarize, the event E1pbq X E2pbq occurs with probability at least 1{32 (see

Theorem 51), and conditioned on this event, we have RevppBq ěMI{36. Finally,
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we execute this scheme with probability 1{2. Putting all these observations together,

the expected revenue of our auction is at least

1

2
ˆ

1

32
ˆ
MI

36
“
MI

2304
.
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5

Conclusion

We study the digital good auction under different assumptions in this dissertation. In

the digital good auction, the buyers are unit demand, the seller has a homogeneous

good of unlimited supply. Our goal is to maximize the revenue. Chapter 2 and

Chapter 3 study the digital good auction on a social network under the assumption

that the buyers are influenced by their neighbours in the network. And Chapter 4

studies digital good auction with ordered bidders where the prior information is

unknown.

In Chapter 2 we show complexity results regarding the best and the worst Nash

equilibrium of the 2-stage Pricing Game with negative network externalities. We

also show constant factor approximation results for the relaxed equilibriums. All

of our algorithmic results, both for BNE and PNE, can easily be adapted to the

scenario where different buyers have different intrinsic valuations for the same item.

In addition, the algorithms work even if the extrinsic valuation for the expensive

item increases linearly with the externality only upto a certain threshold, and then

remains fixed at the threshold value.

It will be interesting to extend our results to pricing with more than two items,
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and investigate other solution concepts such as mixed Nash equilibrium. We also

note that our work assumed a perfect information model where the seller knows the

valuations of the buyers, and we leave open the question of studying the effects of

imperfect information under a Bayesian setting.

In Chapter 3 we give a complete characterization of the ex post truthful auctions

under the positive network externalities assumption. Further more we develop an

auction that achieves the optimal expected revenue using this characterization.

We can trivially extend our model for the positive externalities setting to the

negative ones: just assume the externalities gijpsjq is non-increasing in all sj. One

obvious question is that, can we extend our results in Chapter 3 to this setting in 2 as

well? Unfortunately our proof in the characterization theorem 18 requires that the

externality function gijpsjq to be non-negative and non-decreasing. Nevertheless we

believe that a characterization of truthful mechanisms under the negative network

externality assumption and developing the optimal mechanism are interesting.

It is interesting to see if the ironing techniques in (Myerson (1981)) can be applied

so that our techniques in Chapter 3 carry through to the non-regular signals. Further

more our results only work for single parameter agents. It is interesting to see what

can be done when the agents are no longer single parameter.

We study the Bayesian setting in Chapter 3. However the prior information may

not be always available. It will be interesting to extend our results in Chapter 4

to the setting in Chapter 3, where the agents have positive network externalities,

however the prior information about the signals of the agents is not available. In

particular when the signals are regular and independent but not public, is there an

auction with good competitive ratio to the uniform price benchmark?

Chapter 4 studies the problem of prior-free auction design with ordered bidders.

The bidder ordering represents qualitative information about which bidders are in

some sense expected to have higher valuations. Our main result is a construction of
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a prior-free auction. There are a number of promising directions for future research.

1. For the problems studied in Chapter 4, it would be interesting to design auc-

tions with much better constant-factor approximation guarantees. The profit-

extraction and consensus techniques, as in (Ha and Hartline, 2012), could be

useful for this purpose.

2. For settings more general than identical goods, it would be interesting to gen-

eralize all of the contributions of this dissertation— the prior-free benchmark,

the connection to Bayesian settings, and the design of Op1q-competitive auc-

tions. Matroid settings (Hartline and Yan, 2011), where the feasible outcomes

correspond to independent sets of a matroid on the bidder set, are a natural

place to begin.

3. It would be interesting to incorporate budgets into the model. Thus far, all

work on prior-free auction design with budgets handles only equal budgets (De-

vanur et al., 2013). Can any of our techniques for heterogeneous (ordered)

bidders be transferred to deal with heterogeneous budgets?

4. Finally, it would be interesting to pursue prior-independent (In the prior-

independent setting, the seller does not know the distribution. However the

mechanism is almost as good as the optimal mechanism for the underlying dis-

tribution.) guarantees in the spirit of (Dhangwatnotai et al., 2010) in Bayesian

environments with ordered or stochastically dominating distributions.
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